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ABSTRACT
Perceptions of Menstruation As An Indicator
of Stereotypic Beliefs Within Marriage
by
Debra L. Caswell-Madsen
Utah State University, 1986
Major Professor:
Department:

Brent Miller, PhD

Family and Human Development

This research examined husband and wife attitudes toward menstruatio n and
marriage.

how these attitudes related to certain behaviors within

The sample co nsisted of 48 Married couples, some liv i ng in

Davis, Ca lifornia and some living in Salt Lake City, Utah .
Specifically, four object ives were pursued:
1.

Assess husband s' and wives ' perceptions of how behaviors

wi thin marriage vary over the wives' menstrual cycles.
2.

Assess husband s ' and wives' attitudes toward menstruation.

3.

Examine how husband's and wives ' attitudes toward

menstruation might be associated with perceptions of how
be haviors wit hi n marriage vary over the wives' menstrual cycles.
4.

Examine how wives' perceptions of differences in behav ior

over the menstrual cycle are associated with their report i ng of

viii
perceived menstrual symptomotology .
It was discovered that hu sband s and wives had varying attitudes
toward menstruation and these attitudes were related to their reporting of the occurrence of certain male and female behaviors within
marriage.

Husbands and wives who had more stereotypic attitudes

toward menstruation reported greater behavior change in themselves and
their spouses due to menstruation within marriage than those who had
less stereotypic attitudes .

In addition. the wives' reporting of

menstrual symptomotology was related to their reporting of behavior
change in marriage due to their menstrual period.

Women who reported

the greatest menstrual symptomotology also reported the greatest
amount of behavior change within marriage due to menstruation.
(107 pages)

CHAPTER I
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND
LITERATURE REVIEW
Statement

2f.

the Problem

The role of stereotypic beliefs in established relationships has
been largely overlooked in scientific study.
operate in ways that are important to the

Yet these beliefs might

maintenance of relation-

ships in that stereotypes can serve as a basis for predictable interaction between people (Snyder & Swann, 1978).

However, their function

in this regard has not been empirically examined.

The present re-

search identifies one kind of stereotype, perceptions of the effects
of menstruation, in a particular situation, marriage, and examines how
these perceptions are related to certain perceptions of behavior
within the relationship.
Perceptions of the effects of menstruation have been selected as
the focus for this study for three reasons:

a) within an intimate re-

lationship of husband and wife, it is virtually certain that the woman will have experienced menstruation and the husband will be familiar with it to some extent; b) both men and women have expectations
about how menstruation affects women behavioral ly and emotionally
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(Par l ee, 1974); and c) these expectations may be a reflection of
stereotypic perc epti ons about menstr uat ion (Paige, 1973; Parlee , 1974 ;
Ruble , 1977).
Thus, menstruation is an event that occurs i n almost every marriag e and i s surrounded by va rying degre es of stereotypic perceptions
held by both men and women.

In th is sense , it lend s itself to empiri-

cal study within the larger the oretica l f ramewor k to be pr esented .

The purpose of this stu dy was to assess the exte nt and nat ure of
perceptio ns of menstruation within marriage.
sess ments will be made of:

Specifically, as-

a) husbands' and wives' percep tions of

certain marital interaction s at various stages of the menstrual cycle;
b) attitudes toward menstruation; and c) how attitudes toward menstruation and perceptions of certain marital interactions at various
stages of the menstrual cycle are associated.

Through scrutiny of be-

havior and beliefs related to menstruation, t he exi stence and poss ible
functions of stereotypes within ma r r iage will be explored .

-Review
- - of
- Literature
Functions of Stereotypes
Many social scientists agree that stereotypes are maintained as a
result of social distance between people (S herif & Sherif, 1969).

One

would assume that once this distance is removed and people were acqua i nted with the indi vi dual characte ris tics of a person, ste reotypi c
beliefs might disintegra te t o ma ke way fo r a more accurate percepti on
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of the person .

Ho wever , current research regard in g s t ere otyp i c be -

l i efs has i ndi cated t hat this may not occu r .

Fo r example, in a study

by Snyd er and Uranowitz (19 78) partic ip an ts we r e given t he s ame detailed information about a woman' s life history.

Later they were t old

that the woman was either homo sexual or heterosexual.

The partici-

pants were then asked to recall information about the woman.

The in-

formation recalled was related t o the woman's sexual lifestyle.

Tho se

who believed the woman to be a lesbian recalled information in accordance with stereotypic beliefs about lesbians.

Those believing the

woman was heterosexual recalled information about the woman which was
in line with stereotypic beliefs about heterosexuals.

Although parti-

cipants had information about the woman that would indicate the homosexual and heterosexual stereotypes were not valid, this information
was .largely discarded in favor of information that confirmed stereotypic beliefs.

Characteristics of a person were perceived so that

stereotypes were maintained (Snyder , 1981; Snyder & Uranowitz,
1978) .
Accordingly, Snyder ( 1981) and his colleagues (Snyder, Tanke &
Bercheid, 1977; Snyder & Uranowitz, 1978) suggest that stereotypes can
serve a useful purpose. The maintenance of stereotypic belief s seems
to contribute to a person's ability to perceive the social world in an
organized and manageable fashion (Snyder, 1981).

Peoples' disposi-

tions or behaviors may be understood by attributing their cause to a
stereotypic reason.

If a woman, f or instance, reacts emotionall y to a

situation, an observer holding stereotypic be l iefs about women might
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assume that because wome n stereotyplcally be have emot i ona l ly , It Is
merely because she Is a woman that she Is exhibiting such behav i or.
Her sex Is seen as a reaso n f or her beha vi or.

The obs er ve r t hu s cate-

gorized the response based on a stereotype and was not confused or
surprised by the woman's behavior.
Stereotypic beliefs therefore may function In ways important to
soc I ali nteract i on (S nyder, 1981; Snyder et a 1., 1977).

They maya 1-

lo w a person to presumably understand and predict certain things about
another's behavior and, in turn, determine his or her own behavior on
the basis of this prediction (S nyder, 1981).
woman, for example, to be a lesbian.

A man might perceive a

If he reacts to her on the basis

of stereotypic beliefs about lesbian s, he might assume she dislikes
men.

Thus, he might avoid interact ion with her because he has predic-

ted that she will strongly dislike him.

In this way, stereotypic be-

liefs guide an individual's interactions with others .
Stereotypic beliefs may influence social interaction in another
way.

Information about an individual may be selectively perceived in

accordance with a stereotype so as to strengthen the stereotypic belief (S nyder, 1981; Snyder et al., 1977).

Referring to the previous

example, if a man perceives a woman to be a lesbian he might selectively perceive characteristics displayed by her to affirm his beliefs
about lesbians and ignore characteristics which would disconfirm his
stereotyp ic views (Snyder, 1981).

Accordingly, his stereotype of

lesbians is bolstered.
Moreover, an individual's perceptions of another, based on a
stereotype, may prompt this other person or "target" of the stereotype

t o be have i n ways whi ch co nfirm the st ereotype .

A study conducted by

Snyde r et al . (19 77) su ppo r ted the idea thai ste re otypes f unct i on in
this way .

The researchers found that when male sub j ects had telephone

co nver sations with female sub jects wh om they had been led to be lieve
were unattractive, the female subjects actually beh aved in ways wh ich
were stereotypically unattractive during the conversations.
verse wa s also true.

The re-

Snyder et al. (1977) co ncluded :

Targets who were percei ved (u nbekn ownst t o them) to be
physically attractive actually came to behave in a friendly,
likable, and sociable manner . The perceivers' attributions
about their targets based upon their stereotyped intuitions
about the world had ini tia ted a process that produced
behavioral confirmation of these attributes (p. 663).
Apparently, stereotypes not only help predict how a person
perceives the target of a ste reotype, but they also influence how the
target behaves.

Thus, stereotypes ca n become the basis for a recip-

rocal interaction between perceiver and target that can create a social reality based on pos sible erroneous perceptions (Snyder, in
press ; Snyder et al., 197 7).
In co nclusion, stereotype s have been shown to be fun ctional in
influencing social interaction (S nyder, 1981; Snyder & Swann, 1978;
Snyder et al., 1977).

They can help the individual to maintain an or -

ganized and predictable view of the world.

Because they serve this

function, they can be self-perpetuating with both the perceiver and
target of a stereotype co ntributing to its continuity.
By relying on stereotypic beliefs as a basis for interpreting and
initiating behavior, interpersonal interaction can become predi ct able
and consistent.

When viewed this way, ste re oty pes are s imi l ar t o the
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concept of an interpersonal norm as desc r ibed by Thibaut and Kelley
( 1959).

Th ey also resemble causal co ndit i ons of be hav i or, a co nstruct

developed by Kelley, Ber sc heid, Christensen, Harvey, Hou st on, Levinger, McClintock, Peplau and Peterson (1983).

The following section

examines more fully this connection between stereotypes, interper so nal
norms and causal conditions.
Linking Stereotypes, Interpersonal
Norms, and Causal Conditions
The previous discussion points to the ways in which stereotypic
beliefs provide functional guidelines for behavior.

This functional

dimension helps a person interpret group or individual behavior and
prompts him or her to interact with the target of the stereotype
according to this interpretation.

In this way, stereotypic beliefs

act like interpersonal norms as conceptualized by Thibaut and Kelley
(1959), who define a norm as, "a behavioral rule that is accepted at
least to some degree, by both members of the dyad" (p. 129 ).

Thibaut

and Kelley (1959 ) say that this agreement is arrived at by trial and
error.

Agreement to a behavioral rule originating in a stereotypic

belief may not occur by the same process.

However, studies have found

that agreement can occur in more subtle or covert ways.

As cited ear-

lier, Snyder et al. (1977) have shown that stereotypic expectations of
behavior can prompt conformity to these expectations by the target of
the stereotype.
Pack (1975 ).

This process has also been illustrated by Zanna and

They found that women presented themselves to desirable

men, both attitudinally and behaviorally, as more or less conventional

in terms of sex -rol e , depe nding on the male ' s stereotypi c expect ati ons
of women .

In oth er word s , t he wome n co nfor med to the me n' s no rmati ve

expec tation s of how women should beh ave.

The men ' s s ter eo typ ic be-

liefs, known to the women, became the women's self-fulfilling prophecy
(Zanna & Pack, 1975).

In this way both members of the dyad agreed to

the norm for behavior of the woman, although the process of agreement
was not necessarily overt.
Furthermore, both stereotypi c beliefs and interpers onal norms resemble what have recently been termed "causal conditions" in dyadic
interaction (Kelley et al., 1983).

Causal conditions are fairly stab-

Ie factors which influence interaction between two people.

These fac-

tors include such things as a condition of one of the persons involved
in the interaction or the dyad's social or physical environment (Kelley et al., 1983).

Essentially, a causal condition can be one of

numerous factors which help to regulate behavior.

A sex-role pre-

scription, for instance, may be a causal condition of behavior.

Kel-

ley et al. (1983) further described the properties of causal conditions and their functions in relationships:
Causal conditions affect or influence the occurrence of
events and sequences of events, and, because of their
relative stability, causal conditions account for the
recurrence of events and sequences (p. 49).
Accordingly, a stereotypic belief serving as the basis for an interpersonal norm can also be viewed as a causal condition influencing behavior within the dyad.
Stereotypic beliefs and causal conditions may be similar in
another respect.

A causal condition may be a label or attribution
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app l ied by a member of the dyad preceding or du rin g Int eraction wh ich
then Influences or Is Influenced by further Inte r action, perpetuati ng
an Interaction pattern (K elley et al. , 1983). This self -perpetuat ing
nature Is also characteristic of a stereotype as previously described
in studies by Snyder (1981) and Snyder et al. (1977).

Thus a stereo-

type, when viewed as a causal condition In dyadic behavior, can be
stre ngthened through interaction that Is In line with behavior prescribed by the stereotype.
In summary, because of the notion tha t stereotypic beliefs result
primarily from social distance and diminish as individuals become ac-

...

~

qualnted, little attention ha s been paid t a"the existence of stereotypic beliefs as a basis f or normative patterns of 1nteractions within
.-t'()

es tablished relationships .

Through the presentation of h'Ow and why _,

stereotypes perpetuate themselves (S nyder, 1981; Snyder et al., 1977),
Thibaut and Kelley's (1959) description of interpersonal norms, and
Kel ley' s et al. ( 1983) further elaborat i on of causal conditions of behav io r, it is

theoretically logical to expect that s tereotyplc be-

liefs might be held and acted upon within the familiar or marital dyad
and might contribute to the maint enan ce of certain behavior patterns
In thi s dyadic Interaction.
idea.

Th is study empir ically addressed this

Specific stereotyplc beliefs within marriage are described and

their association with specific interactio ns between marriage partners
is examined.
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Attribu ti ons Base d on
tereotypes

~aking

Wh en in di vi duals perc e i ve beh avi or, they t end t o attr i bute causes
t o th is behavior.

Attribution theory, as presented by Kelley ( 197 3,

19 77) explains the process whereby individuals attribute causal
fa ctors to behavior.

According to Kelley (1977), in this process

individuals attribute the cause of their own or other's behavior to
either the person (personal characteristic), stimulus (thing or
event), or circumstances (time or situation).

Attributing a cau se or

causes to behavior allows an individual to understand the reasons for
behavior and is thus functional for an individual (Kelley, 1973,
197 7).
[t has been demonstrated that stereotypes can serve as convenient
causal attributions for behavior (Snyder et al., 1977; Snyder & Uranowitz, 1978).

[n the case of attributions about menstruation, Koeske

and Koeske (1975) indicated that some individuals attribute causation
of behavior exhibited by others t o factors originating in stereotypic
beliefs even when presented with other alternatives that might realisti cally explain the behavior.

They found that both men and women

attributed negative moods in a woman to her menstrual period.

This is

consistent with the stereotype that women are affected negatively by
their menstrual cycle (Weideger, 1975).

Campos and Thurow (1978) also

discovered that women made attributions about their behavior according
to their menstrual stage.

They found that women attributed irrita-

bility, depression, and tensi on to the occ urrence of menstruation even
th ough these states occurred throughout the month.
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FurthermOre , attribut i ons about causes of behavior can serve as a
basis for generalization s about future behavio r and inter actio ns
(Kel ley, 1977) .

For example, dra wi ng from the attribution research

cited, one might observe a behavior by anot her or oneself and
att rib ute the cause to menstruation.

Whenever that behavi or is

exhibited again within the event of menstruation, one mig ht then
attribute it to that cause.

Ev en if an attribution migh t have been

inco rrect initially, Snyder et al. (1 977) ha ve des cribed how ma ki ng
such an attribution can influence sub sequent behavior.

They s tated :

•. . stereotype-b ased attributi ons may serve as grounds for
predictions about the target's future behavior and may guide
and influence the perceiver's interactions with the target.
This process itself may generate be havior s on the part of
the target that erroneously co nfirm the prediction s and
validate the attri but ions of the perceiver (Snyder et al.,
1977, p. 658).
Thus one can see how attributing the cause of behavior to something specific might play an important part in determining how beha vi or is perceived, if the att rib ut io n is based on the se ste reot yp i c
be l iefs (S nyder, 1981 ; Snyder et al., 19 77).

Conversely, if stereo-

typic beliefs are not held by an indi vidual, one might not expect
stereotypic attributions to be made .
by stereotypic beliefs.

Behavior would be uninfluenced

Thus, people wh o have stereotypic be liefs

about an individual or some aspect of an individual might perceive behavior by the stereotyped individual differently than people who do
not hold these stereotypes.
propo sed study.

Th i s as sumption will be examined in the

Although attribut io ns will not be stu died specifical-

ly, attitudes toward menstruati on whi ch r efl ect stereotypic bel i efs
will be examined as they relate to the perception of specific be-
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haviors in

ma r riag~ .

Th e follo wing sec ti on describes why atti tude s

toward ,nenst ruation have been chosen as an in dic at or of st ereotypic
beliefs within marriage.
Perceptions of Menstruation as an
Indlcat or of~tereotypic BeiTefSBecause stereotypes can exist within dyadic relations and their
maintenan ce might be fun c tional in interaction, it is important to
study them within established relation ships .

Menstruation is an event

capable of being perceived stereotypically and which lends itself to
scrutiny in this context.

It is an event occurring in the majority of

women and, within marriage, men are likely to be somewhat familiar
with their wife's menstrual cycle.

It has been shown by many

researchers that menstruation is an event which can be surrounded by
varying degrees of stereotypic beliefs held by both men and women
(C lar k & Ruble, 19 78; Parlee, 1974; Ruble, 1977).

In addition,

studies indicate that men and women attribute the cause of certain
perceived behavior or states of being in women to menstruation (Campos

& Thurow, 1978; Koeske & Koeske, 1975). People who make these
attributions may perceive men struation as a causal condition of
behavior.
To further clarify why beliefs about menstruation have been
selected to illustrate a stereotype with in established relationships,
the following review of literature about menstruation elaborates on
the studies cited and examines other research on the effects of
men struation on women.
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Throughout history, certain negative behaviors and emot i onal
s tates have been att r i buted to wome n as a r esu lt of their menstrual
cycles (Weideger, 1975).
co ntemporary societies.

Menstrual tabo os are f ound in primitive and
Some "primitive" cultures isolated menstru-

ating women in special huts so that the tribe wou ld be protected from
the dangerous occurrence of menses (Step hens, 1961 ) .

Today some peop-

le fe el a woman cannot hold a high political office because she would
be under the influence of "raging hormones" (Tavris &Offir, 19 77) .
It is evident that, across time and cult ures, menstruati on has been
seen as an influential for ce in women's lives which not only affect s
them, but which also affects the way others view them and t hei r abilities.
Early research on menstruation began with attempt s to co rrelate
certain behaviors or psychological states of women with their menstrual cycle stage.

For purposes of research, scientists agreed that

the menstrual cycle should be divided i nt o three stages (P arlee,
1973).

The stages are:

a} the premen s trual s tage, whi ch is the wee k

prior to menstrual flow; b} the men s trual stage , which is the time of
menstrual flow; and c} the intermenstrual stage , which is the remainder of the cycle .

An assumption wa s made that the source of perceived

fluctuation in behavior or moods in women during the three stages wa s
hormonal (Benedek & Rubenstein, 1939).
Some scientists conducted research whi ch seemed to reinforce l ong
held cult ural assumptions that menstruat ion is a "curse."

For

example, Morton, Addi t on, Addison, Hunt and Sullivan (1953) and Dal ton
(1961) co rrelated menstrual cyc le stages with the commissio n of
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violent crimes and found a posi tive co rrelation bet ween tile commi ssion
of cri me and the menstrual and premenstrual sta ges.

Dalt on ( 1959,

1964, 1960 ) has shown that almost half of the women who report in sick
in indu stry, who are admitted to psychiatric units for acute ca re, and
who are treated in emergency rooms f or injury resulting from accident s
do so during the four days before menstruation and the first four days
of menstruation.

Mandell and Mandell (1967) and Dalton (1964) have

also shown that a large portion of the women who commit suicide do so
during menstruation and premenstrually.
Other researchers attempted to identify menstrual cycle re l ated
symptoms, which include behavioral symptoms, by questioning women
about t heir perceptions of symptoms in themselves at various stages of
their menstrual cycles .

Coppen and Kessel (1963), !vey and Bardwi ck

(1968), and Moos (1968) have shown that women do indeed report
symptoms in themselves which they attribute to menstruation and these
symptoms are primarily of a negative nature.

For example, Moos (1968)

found that women, when tested with an instrument he developed titled
the Menstrual Distress Questionnaire (MDQ ), attributed changes in
pain, concentration, behavior, autonomic reactions, water retention,
negative affect, arousal, and control to s tages of their menstrual cycle.

When comparing how women felt while in premenstrual, menstrual

and intermenstrual stages, he found that women felt the greatest pain,
loss of co ncentration , loss of control and negative behavioral change
during menstruation.

Women reported feeling the greatest negative af-

fect and water retenti on in the premenstrual stage.

At the intermen-
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strual stage , women reported the least chang e i n all of these cate gories except for arou sal.

Arousal wa s sl ightly higher during the in-

termenstrual stage than dur i ng the menstrual and premenst rual stages
(MooS , 1968).
Still, debate continues as to whether or not a Premenstrual Sy ndrome (symptoms or behavi or associated with a woman's men strual cycle)
actually exists in a definable mann er (Cox , 1983; Sommer, 1983).

Many

research subjects, both men and women, reported that premenstrual syndrome (PMS) does exist and other s find l ittle evidence f or it.

The

question for most researcher s i s to wha t extent these symptoms ex ist
within the population and what are the variables whi ch co nt ri bute to
the perception and experience of these symptoms.
Some current research suggests that a woman's men s trual cycle has
little or no effect on a woman's experience of certain symptoms
thought to be related to menstruation .

In a study by Cox ( 1983) it

wa s found that when men and women reported the occurrence of cer tain
menstrual symptoms over 30 days:
a)
none of the sym ptoms was endorsed more extensively by
females during the premen s trual and midcycle period s
compared to males; b) there were only a few symptoms more
frequently experienced by females than males during the flow
period (sharp cramps, dull aching cr amps, stomach pain,
bloating ); c) when symptoms were pooled, there was no
significantly increased incidence of reported symptomatology
during the flow period when comparing males to females (Cox ,
1983, p. 337).
In addition, the few symptoms rated as occ urring more frequently by
women were not considered distre ss ing by them.

Essentially, Cox

repor ted that, with respect to his data, no premenstrual syndr ome
exists.
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On the other ha nd , emotional , beha vio ral and physiologi ca l
symptoms assoc i at ed with a woman's menstrual cycle ar e perceived to be
some of the most commonly occurring co nditions in medi cine (Keye,
1983).

In Keye's review of resear ch (1983) he reports that over 150

symptoms have been associated with PMS.

In recent resear ch co nducted

by Keye (1985-86) on women with reported PMS, over 90% indicated experiencing physical symptoms such as fatigue and headache and many r eported other physical symptoms such as bloating and breast tenderness.
AnXiety, anger and depression were also reported by many with approximately 70% of the women indicating they have recurring suicidal
thoughts.

Keye (1985-86) also found that women reported behavioral

changes related to their menstrual cycle .

Some of the behaviors re-

ported were being verbally critical of family members and violence
toward family members.

Many of the husbands and wives in Keye's

sample reported disruption of their marital relationship due to PMS .
Thus, for some, disturbances in their lives due to a woman's menstrual
cycle are very real indeed.
It is apparent from the large scope of research focusing on
menstrual cycle related behavior that there are many dimensions to a
woman's experience of this cycle (Parsons, 1980).
dimensions are suggested by Keye (1985-86).

Some specific

He states that a woman's

experience of her menstrual cycle is
•• • the end result of interactions between genetic,
enVironmental, psychologiC, endocrine and metabolic factors.
Variations in the types and se verity of symptoms are the
result of variations in the extent to which each of the
factors is involved (p. 3) .
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Clare (1983) indicates that a woman's experience of her men s trual
cycle might result from in teractio ns of the psychosocial aspects of
her life (b asic personality and soc ial dissatisfaction, life
circumstances, and interpersonal stress) and hormonal fluctuations.
Still others focus more strongly on social learning as a source for a
woman's experience of her menstrual cycle (B rooks-Gunn & Ruble, 1982 ).
It may be summarized from reviewing the research cited that there
are variables other than hormones which affect a woman's experience of
menstrual symptoms and related behavior.

For example, a woman's sex-

role traditionalism, stereotypic beliefs about menstruation and degree
of religiosity hvae been found to be associated with her experience of
menstruation (Brattesani & Silverthorne, 1978; Parlee, 1974; Paige,
1973).

It may be that hormonal changes prompt a state of sensitivity

or arousal in women (Wineman, 1971) but the behaviors that manifest
this sensitivity are more likely to be socially ascribed than physiologi cally based (Schachter &Singer, 1962) .
In studies of social psychological variables related to the menstrual symptomo10gy some of the most consistent findings have indicated that although women have negative expectations and attitudes
concerning how they will behave and feel during premenstrual and menstrual stages of their cycle, these expectations stem primarily from
beliefs about the effects of menstruation not necessarily the physiological experience (Brooks, Ruble & Clark, 1977; Clark & Ruble, 1978;
Paige, 1973; Parlee, 1974; Ruble, 1977) .

Brooks, Ruble and Clark

(1977) for example, found that women who believed that menstruation
was debilitating and predictable, reported more negative symptoms due
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t o men s truation than women wh o did not believe menstruat ion t o be debilitat ing and predi ctab le.

Thus, the symptoms reported may be the

re sult of women believing they will be adversely affected by men st ruation (Paige, 1973).

Even if menstruation is not a certain "cur se ," it

may be that women interpret it as such and act acc ordingly (Ruble,
19 77) .
In addition, research has been conducted which sheds light on how
stereotypic expectations of menstruation might be functional in a
woman's life.

Miller and Smith (1975) found that women who reported

experiencing symptoms indicating lack of concentration in themselves
also reported that, given a choice, they would not desire to eliminate
their menses and thus, presumably eliminate these symptoms.

Miller

and Smith (1975) hypothesized that attributing these symptoms to menstruation allowed women to better understand or rationalize behavior
in themselves.

They interpreted these data to mean that menstruation

serves a psychological function for women in that it allows them to
perceive themselves in an organized and understandable fashion.

Thus,

stereotypic or not, beliefs or perceptions of experiences related to
men s truation might be maintained.
Furthermore, Sherif observes (1980) that women might learn that
attributing certain functional qualities to their monthly period is a
socially acceptable and perhaps even expected behavior. It has been
suggested (Sherif, 1980) that women might use their menstrual cycle
to help define the way they may act with others and within certain
situations.

Sherif states:
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be havio r, beha vior wh ich might other wise be un accept abl e .
Th is issue of how a woman ' s me nstrual cyc l e mig ht f un cti on in her
relationship with signi f i can t other s , specifically within the hu sb and
and wif e relationship, is more clo sely examined in the present
research.

Noticeably lacking in researc h on perceptions of menstrua-

tion are male imp res sions of the menstrual cycle and how they might
give more insight into beliefs surrou nding menstruation.

The few stu-

dies which have been conducted are reviewed for their contributions to
understanding the extent and nature of beliefs surrounding menstruation.
There have been a smal l number of studies which do elicit the
male perspective on menstruation, although these merely begin to
explore male perceptions.

In research conducted by Koeske and Koeske

(1975), male and female co llege stude nts were asked to indicate
whether menstruation would be an influential factor in determining a
woman's mood .

It was found that males as well as females attributed

negative moods exhibited by women to the onset of monthly
menstruation.
In addition, in work conducted by Clark and Ruble (1978) using
the MOQ (Moos, 1968), young adolescent girls, premenarchea1 and
postmenarchea1, and young adolescent boys were questioned about their
expectations of the effects of menstruation on women.
groups had negative expectations of menstruation.

All three

Expectations for

change in women during menstruation were greatest in areas of pain,
behavioral change, and negative affect.

Postmenarchea1 girls and ado-

le scent boys believed menstruation was more disruptive of moods and
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performa nce in school t han did premenarcheal girls (Clark & Ruble,
1978).

Thus, boys as well as gir ls seem to bel ieve menstruation to be

a fa c tor affecti ng wome n be havi ora l ly and emot i onally .
In ot her research conducted by Brooks-Gunn and Ruble ( 1982) , it
wa s discovered that premenarcheal girls, as early as the fifth grade,
had def inite expectations about the negat ive effects of men stru ati on.
The girls who evaluated men s truation as most negative later reported
more seve re premen str ual pain once t hey began to menstruate.

As

Brooks-Gunn and Ruble (1982) state , "it is as if exp ectation s pre sen t ed at the time a girl begin s to men stru ate define her interpretations of that experience" (p . 15 75).

Their research also revea led

that girls who learned, at least in part, about menstruation f rom a
male so urce reported higher levels of symptoms related to the menstrual cycle than girls wh o did not learn from a male source.

It

would appear that perhaps men have higher levels of negative expecta tions about menstruation whi ch are then passed on to gi r l s.

Thus, the

experience of menstruation does not just begin with a girl's first
peri od but with the social learning which preceeds it and the source
of this learning is relevant to the girl's experience.
Furthermore, Parlee ( 1974) conducted research with using Moos's
MDQ ( 1968) with a sample of 25 female and 34 male undergraduates .

The

results indicated that both males and females expected women to experience symptoms due to mens trua tion.

Moreover, males expected the

symptoms to be more severe than females expected them to be (P arlee,
19 74).

Parlee (1974) suggested t ha t the reason men have these expec-

ta t io ns is that they hold stereotypic be liefs about how menstruation
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affects women, apparently even to a greater extent than women hold
these beliefs.
In summary , both men and women Ilave bel iefs about how me nstrua tion affects women.

Thes e be l iefs, if he ld by an ind ividual, might

pr ompt him or her to perceive certa in behaviors or states of being in
a woma n as being caused by menstruation.

Thus stereotypic belief s

abou t menstruation combined with the event of menstruation i tself can
become a causal condition of behavior wh ich, in turn, sustains the
stereotypic beliefs.
Conclusions
The effects of attributions and causal conditions within
interpersonal relations has been demonstrated theoretically (Kelley,
1977; Kel ley et aI., 1983) and, in part, empirically by examin i ng
stereotypes with interpersonal relationships (Snyder, 1981; Snyder
et al . , 197 7) .

Further study of how stereotypic belief s re late to

subsequent i nt eraction wit hin a dyad was ne cessary to substantiate the
theoretial perspectives presented .
For this reason, beliefs related to menstruation were se lected
for the focus of this study.

It is apparent from past research that

beliefs about menstruation qualify as an example of something capable
of being perceived stereotypically (Paige, 1973; Parlee, 1974; Ruble,
1977), and as something to whi ch both men and women attribute the
cause of certain behaviors and moods in women (Koeske & Koeske, 19 75;
Campos & Thurow, 1978).

By looking at menstruation wi thin the context

of marriage, this study examined how menstruation wa s perceived as
being associated with the increased or decreased occurrence of cer tain
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behaviors withi n marriage .

It was hypothesized from what the l i ter a-

ture sugge s ted, tha t indi vidua l s wh o held ste reotypi c beliefs about
men str uation would perceive menstruation to be associated with the
frequency of these marital interactions to a greater extent than those
who did not hold stereotypic beliefs about menstruation.
To illustrate this hypothesis, stereotypic attitudes about menstruation and spouses' behaviors at different stages of the wife's
men strua l cycle were scrutinized separately and as they relate to one
another.

Perceived behaviors at different stages of the menstrual

cycle were identified.

Behaviors in men as well as women are examined.

This was done because, although women are the objects of stereotypic
beliefs about menstruation, in following with Snyder's (1981) ideas of
the perpetuating process of stereotypes and Kelley et al.'s (1983)
conceptualization of causal cond itions, one might assume that husband s
adjust their behavior to accommodate their wive's behavior and vice
versa.
Objectives
The objectives of this project were to :
1.

Assess husbands' and wives' perceptions of how behaviors

within marriage vary over the wives' menstrual cycles.
2.

Assess husbands' and wives' attitudes toward menstruation.

3.

Examine how husbands' and wives' attitudes toward

men struation might be associated with perceptions of how behaviors
within marriage vary over the wives ' menstrual cycles.
4.

Examine how wives' perceptions of differences in behavior
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over the menstrual cycle are associated with their reporting of
perceived menstrual symptomat ology.
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CHAPTER I I
METHODS

This study was a survey with some ex-post facto features.
views were conducted with a sample of young married couples.
spondents completed three scales:

InterRe-

the Menstrual Attitudes Question-

naire (Brooks-Gunn & Ruble, 1980; Brooks, Ruble & Clark, 1977); the
Menstrual Cycle Behavior Questionnaire (MCBQ) which is an instrument
developed specifically for this study; and the Menstrual Distress
Questionnaire (MoQ) which is a measure of menstrual symptoms (Moos,
1968, 1977).
On the MeBQ, respondents were asked to report the occurrence, in
an average month, of certain behaviors during marital interaction at
different stages of the wife's menstrual cycle.

On the MoQ a wife an-

swered the questionnaire according to her past experience of symptoms
during her menstrual cycle.

A husband answered the MoQ according to

how he had perceived his wife experiencing her menstrual cycle.
Scores from the Menstrual Attitudes Questionnaire (MAQ) and the Menstrual Cycle Behavior Questionnaire were used to address substantive
questions generated through the review of literature.

Wives' scores

from the MoQ were correlated with MCBQ scores to assess criterion and
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construc t valid i ty of the MCSQ.
Pop ul ation
Forty-eight couples living in Salt Lake City, Utah and Davis,
Califo rnia comprised the volunteer sample.

Married graduate students

attending the University of California at Davis were part of the
sample.
co ntacts.

These students were recruited through classes and personal
To achieve a more representative sample, some nonuniversity

volunteers were sought in Davis through advertisements and referral
through personal contacts.

All couples fro m Salt Lake City we re non-

university volunteers . Participants must have been mar rie d at least 6
months previous to participation in the study.

Women who had diag-

nosed dysmenorrhea within the last 12 months or amenorrhea were excluded from the study.
In previous studies of menstrual symptomotology in which
extremely large samples of women were used, age and parity of women
were not statis tically significant variables related to women's
experiences of menstrual symptoms (Moos, 1977).

But, because of the

small sample size of this study, age limitations were set.
ranged in age from 19 to 38 with a median age of 29.

Wives

Husbands ranged

in age from 22 to 41 with a median age of 31.
Almost 100% of the participants were caucasian.
women indicated either no religion or protestant .
that they were LDS.

Most men and

About 20% indicated

The average length of marriage for couples was 8

years and the average number of children was 1.6.

Approximately 50%

of both men and women were at least college graduates.
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Measu r ement
The Mens tr ual Cyc le Beha vio r
QUestio nn aire - The Menstrual Cycle Behavior Quest ionna ire (MCBQ) was used to
address object ive 1:

Assess husbands' and wives' percept io ns of how

behav i or s wit hin marriage vary over the wi ves' menstrual cycle.
Respondents were asked to report on the occurrence of 19 marital
inte r actio n behaviors during th e menstrual stage when compared with
the intermenstrual stage (s ee Appe ndi x A).

The scale ranged from -3

(muc h less oft en) through 0 (no difference) to +3 (much more often).
Four subscores were computed for the husband and wife.

Each

subscale measured a separate dimension of the menstrual experience:
Female Behavior, Male Caretaking , Male Communication and Mutual
Affection.

The details of the development and the reliability of

these subscales are discussed in the results chapter.
The MCBQ has face and content validity as it reflects behaviors
reported by r es pondents in open- ended interviews and behavior s
reported in other studies (Friedman, Hurt, Arnoff & Clarkin, 1980 ;
Parlee, 1973) of menstrual-related behavior.

In addition, a panel of

judges reviewed the behaviors to assess whether they varied in t he ir
oc curence over the menstrual cycle.

As described below, scale items

(behaviors) had an average of 77% agreement among judges as to their
change in frequency during the menstrual cycle.
Development Qf the MCBQ .

In order to develop a pool of potentia l

item s, 11 husb ands and 3 wives were interviewed indi viduall y by either
a male or a female interviewer.

Men made up the vast majority of the
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interview sample as th ere i s re l atively litt l e known about male attitudes or be hav i or in r e l ati on t o th e fema le me nstrual cycle

Fewer in -

t er vi ews were condu cted with women becau se ther e i s ex t ens i ve l ite rature which reviews female behavior related to the menstrual cycle
(Dan, Graham & Beecher, 1980; Parlee, 1973).

The respondent s an swered

open-ended questions about their perceptions of whether or not menstruation affected their own or their spouse's behavior.

If they per-

ceived behavior differences in themselves or their spouses at different stages of the menstrual cycle, they were asked to elaborate and
be spec ific in their descriptions of the behavior.
Through study of the interviews and a review of literature on the
effects of menstruation on women, 23 behaviors which might occur
within marital interaction and vary over a woman's menstrual cycle
were initially considered for the MCBQ.

In order to help identify

behaviors most often reported to change in frequency over a woman's
menstrual cycle, the behaviors were reviewed by 15 graduate student
judges.

Eight males and seven females rated the items on their

variation in frequency over a woman's menstrual cycle.

Judges rated

the items from a male perspective and female perspective; half began
with the male perspective to control for effects of order of
presentation.

First, they determined if the item varied in frequency

during any of the three stages of a woman's menstrual cycle.

They

then determined the extent and direction of variation.
For inclusion on the MCBQ, over half of the judges (at least
eight) had to report that an item differed in f r equency, from either a
female or male perspective, during at least two of three menstrual
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cyc le stages (premenstrual, men s trual , intermenstrual).
met these criteria (see Table 1).

Sixteen items

For the sake of clarity, thre e of

the items were expanded so that they applie d to male or female
behavior specifically.

Thus, the final scale had 19 items.

In

addition, some of the wording wa s changed in the final items to make
them more understandable to respondents.
Behaviors differed most frequently between the menstrual stage
and the intermenstrual

stag~

and considerably less between the

premenstrual stage and intermenstrual stag e.

If the behavior was

perceived to vary between the premenstrual and intermenstrual stages,
it was also perceived to vary between the menstrual and intermenstrual
stages in almost 100% of the responses.

For this reason, the

premenstrual stage was included in the menstrual stage for the MCBQ.
Thus, the MCBQ compared the menstrual stage (up to 7 days preceding
menstrual flow and the days of menstrual flow) to the intermenstrual
stage (the remaining days between periods) on 19 behaviors occuring
within marital interaction.
Menstrual Attitudes Questionnaire
The Menstrual Atttidues Questionnaire (B rooks-Gunn & Ruble, 1980;
Brooks, Ruble & Clark, 1977) was used to address Objective 2:

Assess

husbands' and wives attitudes toward menstruation.
The previously developed measure has 33 items which measure five
dimensions of attitudes toward menstruation .

The items were rated on

a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (disagree strongly) to
strongly) .

(agree

The five dimensions measured on the scale were menstrua-

Table 1
Judges' Evaluation of Behavioral Variations over the Menstrual Cyc l e

Items

*

a.

*
** b.

Husband/Wife

Question

Yes

W:
H:

Jump to conclusions during interaction with her spouse
See his wife jump to conc l usions during interaction with him

12
14

W:

Explain her behavior by referring to "that time of the month"
or a simi l ar expression
Explain his spouse's behavior by referring to "that time of the
month" or a similar express ion

13

H:

*
** c .

*

No
3
I

14

W:
H:

Discuss things rationally and calmly with her spouse
Discuss things rationa ll y and calmly with his spouse

d.

W:
H:

Prepare mea ls with her spouse
Prepare meals with his spouse

e.

W:
H:

Pet or touch intimately with her spouse
Pet or touch intimately with his spouse

15
13

0

f.

W:
H:

See her spouse act in a friendly way toward her
Act in a friendly way with his spouse

7
13

8
2

14

12
13

2

N
00

Table 1 Continued

Items

Husband / Wife

Question

Yes

No
0
0

*

g.

W:
H:

Behave emotionally during interaction with her spouse
See his spouse behave emotionally during interaction with him

15
15

*

h.

W:
H:

Have intercourse with her spouse
Have inter co urse with hi s spouse

13
12

*

i.

W:
H:

See her spouse put her desires before hi s
Put his spouse's desires before his

j.

W:
H:

Have co nversa ti ons about family finances with her spouse
Have co nversat i ons about fa mi l y finances with hi s spouse

k.

W:
H:

Keep t o her se lf and not interact with her spouse
See spouse keep to hersel f and not interact with her spouse

W:
H:

Have conversations about day to day eve nt s wi t h her spouse
Have conver satio ns about day to day events with hi s spouse

W:
H:

See her spouse do things to make her feel bett er
Do thing s t o make his spouse feel better

W:
H:

Overreact t o a s ituation during interaction with her spouse
See his spouse ove rreact to a situation during interact i on
with him

*

*
*

m.
n.

5
8

10
7
II

9

10
12
14
14
9
II

10

13
N
~

Table 1 continued

Items

*

*

Question

Yes
14
12

No

o.

W:
H:

Behave competently during interaction with her spouse
See his wife behave competently during interaction with him

p.

W:
H:

Have conversations about household cho re s with her spouse
Have conversations about household chores with his spouse

11
11

r.

W:
H:

Be accident prone during interaction with her spouse
See his spouse be accident prone during interaction with him

12
10

s.

W:
H:

Kiss and hug her spouse
Kiss and hug his spouse

W:
H:

See her spouse over look behavior in her that he objects to
Overlook behavior in his spouse that he objects to

W:
H:

See her spouse be understanding of a bad mood in her
Be understanding of a bad mood in his spouse

13
13

W:
H:

See her spouse help her by doing things around the house
Help spouse by doing things around the house

t.

*

Husband/Wife

u.

v.

6

8

9
7

6

9

12

3

11
12

w

C>

Table 1 continued

Items

*

Husband/Wife

Question

Yes

**

w.

W:
H:

Have conversations about sensitive topics with her spouse
Have conversations about sensitive topics with his spouse

*

x.

W:
H:

Get easily irritated during interaction with spouse
See spouse get easily irritated during interaction with him

Note.

*
H

Items Selected for final MeBQ; **
husband; W = wife.

items expanded for clarity in final version;

8
9

13
13

No

7
6
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tio n as (a) a deb ilitating event , (b) a bo th ersome event, (c) a
natural eve nt, (d) anti cipati on and prediction of the onset of men struation, and (e) a denial of an effect of menstruation.

The items

reflect cultural views of menstruation (Paige, 1973; Parlee,
1974; Snow & Johnson, 1979; Weideger , 1975) and thus appear to have
face and content validity.

The subscales which appear to reflect the

most common stereotypes about menstruation are menstruation as a debilitating event and anticipation and prediction of the onset of menstruation.

For this reason, this study focused most heavily on the

relationship between these dimensions and marital interaction related
to the menstrual cycle, although other subsca1e scores were calculated .
With respect to reliability of the MAQ, an interitem correlation
was done for each subsca1e.

The standard alphas were high, ranging

from .95 and .97 in two separate samples.

Thus, the questionnaire ap-

pears to be a reliable measure of menstrual attitudes.
Menstrual Distress Questionnaire
The MDQ (Moos, 1968, 1977) was used to address Objective 4:

Exa-

mine how wives' perceptions of differences in behavior over the menstrual cycle are associated with their reporting of perceived menstrual symptomoto10gy.

The purpose of this objective was to provide

criterion and co nstruct validity for the MeSQ.

In the MDQ, respon-

dents were asked to report their own experience of 56 menstrual related symptoms (or their percepti on of their spo use's experience) on a
scale of 1 (no experience of symptoms) to 6 (ac ute or partially disabling).

Although husbands did complete this questionnaire, their re-
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s ponses wer e not r eviewed for this research .

Sympt oms were reported

at t hre e different times during the pa st menstrual cycle:

most r ece nt

flow, week before most recent flow, and remainder of cycle.
The 46 menstrual symptoms were intercorrelated and factor analyzed by Moos in developing the instrument.
resulted:

Eight symptom groupings

pain, concentration, behavior change, autonomic reactions,

retention, negative affect, . arousal and control.

The subgroup scores

determined to be most relevant to the proposed study were behavior
change and negative affect.

These subgroups reflect menstrual

symptoms that might be related to the types of marital behaviors determined to be affected by the menstrual cycle.
The MDQ, Form A, was used in the current study.

internal consis-

tency coefficients (Kuder-Richardson Formula 20) were calculated for
each of the eight subscales.

Coefficients ranged from .53 for the

control subscale to .89 for the negative affect subscale.

With ref-

erence to the reliability of the MDG, Moos (1977) stated:
The statistical and psychometric characteristics of the MDQ
seem to be adequate. The subscales show good internal
consistency and intercycle stability, although more
information is needed on the latter since substantial
variability in menstrual cycle symptom complaints may occur
in the same woman over time. The MDQ shows no effects of
memory or of the particular phase a woman is in when filling
it out on reports of symptom severity ... In addition, the
fact that a woman knows that the MDQ is requesting
information about her experiences during the menstrual cycle
seems to make relatively little difference on the symptom
reports ... (p. 35).
The MDQ appears to have strong content validity.

The symptoms

used in the instrument were arrived at through an extensive review of
other literature on menstrual symptomatology and through a review of
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interviews and open -ended que stio nnaires completed by women on their
experiences of their menstrual cycles.

Furt hermo re, the results of

the initial study conducted using the MOO were co nsistent with other
research co nducted to measure menstrual symptomotol ogy (Moos, 1968).
Procedures
Prospective volunteers were co nt acted by phone and asked to participate in a study focusing on ce rtain behaviors within marriage as
they might relate to a woman ' s menstrual cycle.
scheduled with those who consented.

Appointments were

Anonymity was assured and re-

spondents were told that they could withdraw from participating in the
study at any time .

An appointment wa s made for a one time meeting

with the husband and wife.

An interviewer met with the husband and

wife together, at the time set.

During the meeting, the interviewer

explained to the respondents that the study wa s investigating perceptions of menstruation and asked the responde nts to complete a que sti onnaire which included three sc ales and backgro und questions.
order of administration of the scales was alternated.
to 30 minutes to complete the que s tionnai r es.

The

It took from 20

Once completed, the

ques tionnaires were collected by the interviewer and the information
on them was transferred to computer cards.
Data Analysis
Measures of central tendency and dispersion were cal culated on
data from two questionnaires, the MeSO and the MAO.

The data were

examined for differences between hu sba nd and wife responses.

In addi-
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tion , the MCRO sca le was factor analyzed and four subscales were
formed.

Following this, subscores from the MAO were t r eated as inde-

pendent va riables and co rrelated with the su bscores of th e MCBO.

Al -

so, t wo subsca le difference scores from the MOO (Negative Affect and
Behav i or Change) were computed for the wives.

A difference score on

the MOO is cal culated by subtracti ng a respo ndent's inte rme nstru al
sco re on each i t em from the menstrual score on each item and totaling
these differences (Brooks, Ruble & Clar k, 1977).

These differen ce

scores serv ed as independent variables and were correlated with the
MCBO su bsca le scores of the wives.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data will be presented as they relate to the objectives previously stated.
lowed.

The numerical order of the ojectives will be fol-

In order to accomplish Objective 1, a new scale, the Menstrual

Cycle Behavior Questionnaire (MCBQ) was created as part of this research project.

Because this was the first time that this scale was

used, more attention will be given to examining the detailed findings
from this scale than will be given to the other two scales.
Husband and Wife Perceptions of Behaviors
Over the Menstrual Cycle
To address objective 1:

Assess husbands' and wives' perceptions

of how behaviors within marriage vary over the wives' menstrual cycles, each subject responded to the Menstrual Cycle Behavior Questionnaire (MC8Q) as it pertained to their marriage specifically.

Using

these data, frequency distributions were developed for each item of
the MCBQ and subscales were produced from a factor analysis of MCBQ
items.

In addition, husbands' and wives' factor scores on the MC8Q

were examined for differences between means and their correlation to
one another.

To estimate reliability of the scales created from fac-

tor analyzing the MC8Q, alpha coefficients were computed.
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MCSQ Item Analysi s
The results of the item analysis in dicate that husbands and wives
co nsi der these behaviors oc curring within their marriage to vary in relati on to the wife's menstrual cycle.

More specifically, every

behavior in the MCSQ was perceived by some husbands and wives to vary
over the wife's menstrual cycle.

Table 2 details this.

Two mean s are

displayed, one which respect s direction of change and one which excludes direction in calculation.

Since the focus of this resear ch is

on variation in a behavior, not necessarily on the direction of thi s
variation, the scores excluding direction were used in all further
calculations.

It is recognized, for the most part, that variation in a be-

havior tended to be in one direction or the other by the sample.

On

an occasional item, variation occurred in both directions with a sizable percentage of the sample going in both directions.

Future re-

search might focus more precisely on the directional variation in beha vior .
All 19 items of the scale were indicated as varyi ng by 18.7 % of
the husbands.

Seventeen behaviors were indicated as varying by 33.3%.

Nine behaviors were indicated as varying by 54.2%.

Six behaviors were

indicated as varying by 66.7% and two behaviors were indicated as
varying by 85.4% of the husbands.

The two items perceived to vary by

the most husbands were number 5, wife behaves emotionally, and item
number 15, we have i ntercourse.

For the wives, all 19 items were

ind i cated as varying over the menstrual cyc l e by 12.5% of the sample .
Si xteen behavi ors were indicated as varying by 33.3%.
haviors were indicated as varying 50% .

Twelve be-

Six behaviors were indicated

Table 2.
Variation in Occurrence of Behavior when Comparing

~

Wives' Menstrual Stage lQ Inter-

menstrual Stage.

No .

Much
Mean/Standard
% Indi cat i ng
More
Deviation
Variat ion
Often
-3
-2
- I 0 +I +2 +3 --";-R"-e"-sp-e:-c:-OtC-i~n-g--rE"'-xc"'lu-d:;-:i~nC-g
Direction
Direction
Mean S.D.
Mean S.D .
percent indicati_n~g__r _e_sp~o~n_s~e__________________________________________

Much
Less
Often

It em

Difference

I. Wife jumps to
co nclus i ons .
Men
Women

2. I 56.3 20.8 14.6 2.1
35.4 37.5 22.9 4.2

.617
.958

.922
.874

.660
.958

.891
.874

43. 70
64.60

2. 1 37.5 33.3 18. 8 6.3
47 . 9 31.3 12.5 8.3

. 894
. 813

.961
.960

.936
.8 13

.9 19
.960

62.50
52. I 0

.000
. 14 6

.808
.583

.426
.188

.683
.571

33. 3
12 .5

2 . .Husband exp l ains
her behavior by re ferring to "that time
of the month" or a
similar expression.
Men
Wome n
3. Husband discusses
things rationally and
calmly.
Men
Women

4.2 12.5 66 . 7 8.3 6.3
2. 1 87 . 5 6.32.1

2.1

w

0::>

Table 2 co ntinued

- - -Much
No
Differe nce
More
Often

Much
Less
Often

I tem

-3

-2

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

per ce nt indi ca ting response
4.

Me-an/S t and ar d
Dev i at i on
Respecting
Direction
Mean S.D.

% Indicat i ng
Variat ion

Exc l uding
Direction
Mean S.D .

We kiss and hug.
Men
Women

6.3

4. 2 14 . 6 56.3 10.4 8.3
2.1 25.045 .8 16.7 4 .2

.109
-. 22 9

. 994
1 .096

2. 1

2. 1 2. 1 14 . 6 45.8 22.9 10 . 4 1 . 191
2.1 20.8 31.3 25.0 18.8
1. 292

1 .035
1. 254

2.1

. 587
. 729

.805
.844

43. 7
54. 2

1 .319 1.05 1
1.458 1 .05 1

85.4
68.7

5. Wife behaves
emo t i ona 11 y .
r~ en

Women
6. -Husband puts
her de s ire s before
hi s .
t~en

W
omen

6.3 66.7 18.8 6. 3
2 .1 64.6 20.8 8.3

4 .2

.255
. 479

.67 5
.850

-. 340
- . 833

1.323
1.358

.383
. 521

.610
.825

33.3
35 .4

.894 1 .026
1.167 1. 078

54. 2
68.7

7.

We pet or touch
inti mately .
Men
W
omen

6 . 3 12.5 16 .7 45.8 10.4 2.1
18.8 6.3 31.3 31. 3 8.3 4. 2

4. 2

w
-0

Table 2 continued

Item

Much
Less
Often

No
Difference

Much
MearilStandard
% Indi cat i ng
More
Deviation
Variat lon
Often
-3
-2
- 1 0 +1 +2
+3 --nR-'e-'s-pC""ec""t-:-l-:-'n-g--"E-x-c'l-ud""-in-g
Direction
Direction
Mean S. D.
Mean S.D.
percent indi ca ting response

8 . Wife keeps to
her se lf and does
not interact with
husband.
Men
Women

2. 1 20 .8 54.2 12.5 8.3
2. 1 6.3 6.3 50.0 25.0 8.3

2.1

. 229

1.1 15

.553
.7 29

.686
.869

55.8
50.0

- .255
- .27 1

.765
.7 36

.29B
. 27 1

.749
. 736

l B. 7
14.6

.426
.667

.50
.9 30

.426
.70B

.580
.898

39.6
45.8

9. Hu sba nd bri ng s up
sensitive topics.
Men
Women

4.2
4.2

4 . 2 6.3 Bl .3
4.2 6.3 85.4

2. 1

10 . Hu sban d does
things to make
wife feel better.
Men
W
ome n

60.4 33.3 4. 2
2. 1 54.2 22.9 16 .7 4. 2

+>

o

Tab le 2 continued

Item

Much
Less
Often
-3
-2

No
Oifference
-1

0

+1

+2

Much
More
Often
+3

percent indi cat ing response

% Indi cat ing
Variation

Me'an/Standard
Deviation
'"R~e~sp-e~c~t~i-n-g---rE-x-c'l-udTi~n-g

Direction
Mean S.D.

Direction
Mean S.D .

11. Wife overreacts
to a situation.
Men
Women

2.1

4. 2 29.2 39 . 6 16.7 8 . 3
.957
29.2 35.4 18.8 14.6 1.104

. 999
1. 189

1.043 .908
1.229 1.057

70.8
70 .8

12. Wife behaves
competently.
11en
Women

4.2

10 .4 79.2
2.122.9 68.8

6.3 4.2
2.1

- .043
-.375

.419
.76 1

.174
.4 17

.383
.739

20. 8
31. 2

.298
.479

.720

.799

.468
.479

.620
.799

43.7
33 . 3

13. HUSband over look s behavior in
wife that he objects
to.
Men
Women

8.3 56.3 31.3
66.7 22.9 6.3

2.1
4.2

..,.

Table 2 continued

Item

Much
Less
Often
-3
-2

No
Difference
-1

0

+1

Much
More
Often
+2 +3

% Indi cating
Var i ati on

Mean /S t andard
Deviation
~Re-s-p-e-c~t~i-n-g----E-x-c~
lud~i-n-g

Direction
Mean S.D .

Direction
Mean S.D.

.447
.333

. 128
.975

.574
.625

31.3 22 .9 12.5 14.6 12 .5
4. 2 -1. 298
35.4 18.8 16.7 14.6 8 .34. 2 2. 1 -1.3 75

1.680
1.645

percent indi ca t i ng response
14 . Wife brings
up se ns itive topics.
~len

W
omen

2.1 2.1 58.3 22.9 10.4 2.1
2. 1 2. 1 4.2 54.2 29 . 2 6.3 2 . 1

.801
.815

41. 7
45. 8

1. 80 1 1.096
1. 833 1. 098

85.4
85.4

15. We ha ve interco urse.
Men
Women
16. Husband is
understanding of
bad mood in wi fe.
Men
Women

2.1

4.2 25 .0 52.1 10.4 4.2
2. 1 35.4 39.6 14 .68 .3

. 781
.9 17

.931
.964

.957
.958

.751
.922

75.00
64.60

-'"

N

Table 2 conti nued
Much
Less
Often

--Much
Mean/Standard
% Indicatin g
More
Deviation
Variatio n
Often
-3
-2
- 1 0 + 1 +2 +3 "R-=-e::-sp"'e"'c"t"i-=-n-:::g---'E'"'xC::c'l"'u"d"in::-:g
Di rection
Direction
Mean S.D.
Mean S.D.
percent indicating response

Item

No
Difference

17. Wife gets easil y irritated.
Men
Wome n

2.1

lB.8 54.2 10.4 12.5 1. 106 1. 005
lB.B 43 .8 22.9 14.6 1.33 3
.953

1. 191
1.333

.900
.953

81 . 20
81.20

.660
1.021

.B67
.967

47.90
64 . 60

.766
. 833

.B90
.953

54.20
54.20

l B. Wife discusses
thing s rationally
and ca lmly.
Men
Women

6.3 6.327.152.1
B. 3 16 . 7 33.3 35.4

6.3
4. 2

- .532
.952
- .B5 1 1.122

19. Wife explains
her behavior by
referr i ng to "that
time of the month."
Men
Women

2. 1

4.2 45 .8 31.3 10.4 4.2
45.B 33.3 12.5 8.3

.553
.B33

1.039
.953

.".
W
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as varyi ng by 64 . 6% and one be ha vior was indi ca t ed as varyin g by 85 .4%
of t he wives.

This i t em was number I S, we have int er course.

The MC8Q reflects a grea t rang e of va riat ion both in numb er s of
behaviors within marriage affected by a wi fe ' s menstrual cycle and the
degree of variation within a specific behavior.

The MC8Q has the ca -

pability of identifying individuals wh o feel there are very few behavi ors affected very little by men stru ation to individuals who feel
menstru ati on has a great impact on the ir lives.
MCBQ Factor Analysis
Rather than t ry to describe an individual or an individual's relationship to someone else in terms of each item, the items in th e
MCBQ were factor analyzed to examine whether subcategories emerged.
Thi s led to the establishment of four subscales:

Female Behavior,

Male Caretaking, Male Communication and Mutual Affection.
Table 3 presents the results of the factor analysis on the MCBQ.
Items wi t h loadings of .40 or above were included in the subscales.
Two items, #13 and #14, loaded above .40 on two factors and were thu s
included in both.

Since only one item loaded above .40 on Factor

5, both thi s item (#12) and factor were eliminated.

One item, #8, did

not load .40 or above on any of the fa ctors so it was also eliminated.
It i s interesting to note, however, that on both items which were eliminated, a large portion of both husbands and wives indicated that
there wa s variation in this behavi or .

These items may be important

individually but they do not relate signif ic antly the major other dimensions of the MCBQ .
Table 4 defines the fa ctor subscales and the items in each.

The
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Table 3.
Menstrual Cycle Be hav ior Questionnaire :

Facto r s and Loadings

Varimax Rotated Factor Matrix (N=96 )
Item #

Factors
2

3

~

.6B*

.14

.15

. 15

- .02

.40*

. 16

.32

.20

.11

3

.16

.22

.BO*

.03

-. 31

4

.1B

-.10

.21

.46*

-.04

5

.75*

. 30

.13

.OB

.10

6

.10

.60*

.20

.23

.1 B

.04

. 16

-.03

.B l*

.30

B

-.38

.03

.01

.36

' . 27

9

.13

.26

.59*

.01

.1B

10

. 05

. 52*

.14

- .01

.04

11

.8 1*

.1 2

.16

.1 7

.03

12

.29

.2B

. 00

.16

.53*

13

.41*

.38

.46*

- .07

. 14

14

.50*

.09

.52*

.11

. 1B

15

. 14

.11

.05

.61*

.04

16

.32

.64*

.26

.11

.11

17

.77*

.2B

.1 2

.22

. 10

lB

.83*

. 00

.21

.08

.30

19

.34

. 48*

.00 .

.21

-.29

Note .

*Indi cates item loaded at
factor.

.~o

or above and was ln cluded ln t he
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Ta ble 4.
MCBQ Su bsca les

Subscales
1.

Female Behavior
1.
2.
5.
11 .
13.
14.
17.
18.

2.

Male Caretaking
6.
10.
16.
19.

3.

Husband puts her desires before his
Husband does things to make wife feel better
Husband is understanding of a bad mood in wife
Wife attributes her behavior to menstruation

Male Communication
3.
9.
13.
14.

4.

Wife jumps to conclusions
Husband attributes wifes behavior to menstruation
Wife behaves emotionally
Wife overreacts to a situation
Husband overlooks objectionable behavior in wife
Wife brings up sensitive topics
Wife gets easily irritated
Wife discusses things rationally and calmly

Husband discusses things rationally and calmly
Husband brings up sensitive topics
Husband overlooks objectionable behavior in wife
Wife brings up sensitive topics

Mutual Affection
4.
7.
15.

We kiss and hug
We pat or touch intimately
We have intercourse
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Facto r s il lustrate a the ore tical assertion discussed in this research.
Previous stu dies have shown that a person's expectatio n of how another
person mig ht be have co uld prompt the target of those expectatio ns to
behave in that manner (Snyder et al., 19 77; Zanna & Pack, 1975 ).
One' s expectations might serve as a "causa l co ndition" f or behavi or
(Kelley et al., 1983).
at t ribution.

Thi s behavi or then confi rms the expectati on or

As Factor 1 and Fact or 2 illustrate, this might be oc-

curring in husband and wife percepti ons of behavior related to menstruation.

In Factor 1, items cluster tog ethe r t o form a dimension

defined as Female Behavior.

Grouped wi t h these female behaviors is

the one male attribution i t em, "Husband ex plains wife's behavior by
referring to "that time of the month" or a similar expression . " Factor 2 consists of male caretaking behaviors except for the on e female
attribution item, "Wife explains her behavior by referring to "that
time of the month" or a similar expres s ion."

It would appear that

there is a relationship between one partner's explanation for or expectation s of cause of behavior and t he other partner's respon s ive behaviors.

One's attribution might then be conf i rmed by perceived ex-

pected behavior which in turn confirms the attribution.
Factor subscale reliability.

To examine subscale r eliability,

alpha scores were computed for each factor (S ee Table 5) .
instances

In a few

alpha scores might have been increased slightly if an item

were eliminated.

Because alpha scores were relatively high and be-

cau se the subscales conta i n relativel y few i t ems as they stand, no
i tems were eliminated.
In factor 4, the alpha would have i ncrea sed substant i ally in the
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Tab l e 5.
Re l iabil ity f or Menst r ual Cycle Behavior Quest i onn ai r e

Factor

Item

Males
N=45

Females
N=4 7

Total
Sample
N=9 2

Alpha if item deleted
1.

2.

3.

4.

Female

. 91
.92
.90
.90
.91
.90
.90
.90

.8 7
. 89
.86
. 86
.88
.88
.86
.85

.89
.90
. 88
.88
.90
.89
.88
.88

Standardized alpha

.92

.88

.90

Male Caretaking

.41
.46
. 36
.55

. 71
.71
.65
.75

.61
.63
. 56
.68

Standardized alpha

.54

.77

. 69

Male Communication

. 65
.79
. 64
.64

.76
.67
.78
. 80

. 71
.72
. 71
.73

Standardized alpha

.75

.81

.78

Mutual
Affection

. 67
.30
.32

. 72
.45
. 54

.70
.38
. 46

.56

.68

.63

1
2
5
11
13
14
17
18

6
10
16
19

3
9
13
14

4

7
15

Standardized al pha
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male sample and somewha t i n t he female sample if one item, #4, had
bee n remove d.

Again, because t he st and ar di l ed alph a was acceptable

for the f actor s ize and becaus e so few it ems were in t he fa c t or, all
the items which loaded over .40 in thi s fa ctor were retained.
It i s interesting to note the sex differences that became apparent when examining scale reliability.

For instance, in Factor

3 (Mal e Communication), eliminating #9 (Husband brings up sensitive
topics) when giving the scale to a mal e sample would increase reliability whereas eliminating it when gi vi ng the scale to a female sample
would substantially lower the reliability of the subscale.

Sex dif-

ference s with reference to reliability were also apparent in Factor 2
(Male Caretaking) and Factor 4 (Mutual Affection).

Future research

might focus more closely on these sex differences.
MCBQ Subscale Scores
Table 6 illustrates husband and wife subscale scores.

Subscale

scores were computed by dividing the sum of the i tems (exc luding direct ion) by the number of the items in each factor.

For both hu s band s

and wives, most variance in behavior related to the wife's menstrual
cycle was in the dimension of Mutual Affection.

If one refers back to

Table 2 and the specific items included in this subscale, it can be
seen that both husbands and wives i ndicate that they engage in intimate behavior with one another less often during the wife's menstrual
stage when compared to her intermenstrual stage.
Variance in behavior is al so ind ic ated in the dimensi on of Female
Behavior .

It is perceived by both hu sband s and wives that the wife's

behavior changes substantively during her menstrual stage when com-
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Table 6
Summary Statistics f or the Menstrual Cyc le
Be ha vio r Questionn aire Subscales

Factor Scores

Hu sbands
N=48

Wive s
N=48

Paired
t

£.

Female Behavior
Mean
S.D.

.87
.68

.99
.71

1.20

.235

Male Caretaking
Mean
S. O.

.62
.46

.76
.68

1.32

.194

Communication
Mean
S.D.

.43
.54

.39
.58

.45

.653

1.03
.72

1.24
.79

1. 70

.095

Mutual Affection
Mean
S.D.
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pared t o her behavior duri ng her intermen s trual stag e , and hu sbands
verb ally attribute this t o the wife's pe r iod.

Perhap s as th eoretica l -

ly suggested (S nyder , 1981; Snyder e t a1., 19 77) , this attributio n
fu nct i on s to expla in the behavi or chang e i n an acceptab l e ma nn er.
Beh av i or by the hu sband, particularly care tak ing behav i or , wa s
pe r ceived to vary ov er t he wife' s men strual cycle as well .

If a wi fe

pO int s out t o her husband that it is "that time of t he mont h" he is
l ik ely to be more ac commodating to her.
less ac commodating (refer to Table 2).

In a few in s t ances he may be
Again, when a wife makes thi s

attr i bution, it might function for her in that it prompt s cer tain behaviors in her husband which she can expec t and rely upon.
It is important to note that the husband s ' patterns of communi ca-

tion also change between the menstrual and i ntermenst r ual stage .

Per-

haps the wife's period signals a time when the rules of the relationship ch ange so that both husbands and wives are all owed or ar e forced
into certain behaviors that otherwise wouldn ' t be cons idered normal.
It may be that a wife's period functions as a regularly r ecognized
"r elease valve" within the relationship.
Relationship of Husband

~

"ife Scores

Table 6 indicates that there are no s tatistically significant
differences between husband and wife perception s of behav i or s which
change within marriage due to the wife' s men s t r ua l cycle.
lustrate s the correlation of husband and wife scores.

Table 7 il-

As i ndi cated,

there is are moderate po s itive relationship s between hu sband and wife
sco res on all f our subscales, particularly Female Beha vi or

( ~=

.51).
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Tab l e 7.
Husba nd

~

Wife Co r relations on MCBQ Factors

Fact or

Correlatl on

£.

1.

Female Behavior
(with male attributi on)

.51
N=46 pairs

. 000

2.

Male Caretaking
. 33
(with female attributi on) N=47 pa i rs

. 012

3.

Male Communication

.34
N=47 pairs

. 009

4.

Mutual Affection

.36
N=46 pairs

.007
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In general, the behaviors whi ch change withi n marriage due to t he
wi fe's menstr ual st age are agreed upon by the husband and wife.
Husband
Wife
- - and
-- Attitudes
Toward Menstruation
To assess attitude s toward menstruation, husband s and wive s we re
asked to respo nd to the Menstrual Attitude Questionnaire (MAQ ) developed by Brooks-Gunn and Ruble (1980).

Five attitudinal dimensions

have been identified within the MAQ by the authors of the Questionnaire.

Summary statistics are presented in Table 8 for each factor.

Means were determined by dividing the sum of items in each factor by
the number of items in that factor (reversing item signs when

appro~

priate) .
In order of rank from high to low, husbands perceived menstruation to be predictable, debilitating, a natural event, bothersome and
they did not deny the effects of menstruation.

Wives, in order of

rank, found menstruation to be predictable, a natural event, bothersome, debilitating and they did not deny the effects of menstruation.
These findings are consistent with previous findings using the MAQ,
although the means are slightly higher.
differences.

This may be due to sample

In previous research using the MAQ, the sample popula-

tion consisted of college women and men.

The sample in thi s current

research is more diverse.
On the debilitating dimension, there was a significant difference between means with husbands feeling menstruation to be more
debilitating than wives.

This is consistent with previous mean com-
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Tab le 8
Summary Statistics f or the Menstru al Attitude
Questionnaire

Factor Scores

Debilitation
Mean
S.D.
Bothersome
Mean
S.D.
Natural
Mean
S.D.
Predictable
Mean
S.D.
Denial
Mean
S.D.

Husband s

Wives

Paired t

£.

4. 49
.73
N=46

3.78
.9 7
N=4 7

4.63

. 000

4.31
.80
N=47

4.50
1.03
N=48

1. 15

.258

4.44
1.00
N=48

4.72
.97
N=48

1.58

.122

5.10
.82
N=48

5.48
1.02
N=48

2.69

.010

2.54
.84
N=47

2. 44
.86
N=48

.87

.391
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par i sons .

In another dimen s i on, Predictability, there wa s also a sig -

nificant difference between means wi t h wi ves indicating mens t r uati on
to be more predictble th an husbands.
vious findings.

Thi s is not cons istent wi th pre-

In the pa st , men have indicated menstruation to be

more predictable than women (Brooks-Gunn & Ruble, 1980).
This research supports that of Brooks-Gunn and Ruble (1 980) in
that it reinforces their finding s that attitudes toward menstruati on
are multidimensional and vary between and among both men and women.
The two dimensions of the MAQ perceived by this author to reflect the
most commonly held stereotypes about menstruation are Debilitation and
Predictability.

The focus of attention of this research is on how

these two attitudinal dimensions relate to behaviors within marriage
that are perceived to vary ac co rding to the wife's menstrual cycle.
The Relationship of Menstrual Attitudes
~

the Perception of Behavior Change
Within Marriage

The four subscales of the MCBQ were correlated with the five
subscales of the MAQ to determine whether a relationship exists between attitudes about menstruation and perceptions of behavior change
within marriage due to a wife's menstrual cycle (Objective 3).
results of these correlations are found in Table 9.

The

As stated ear-

lier, the focus of this discussion will be on the menstrual attitude
dimensions of Debilitation and Anti c ipation (Predictability) and how
they relate to all MCBQ factors.
For both husbands and wives, perceptions of female behavior

Tab le 9.
Correlation of MCBQ Subsca les with MAQ Subsc ales
MCBQ

Factors

Debilitating

Bothersome

Natural

AntIcipated
(Predictable)

Denial

Female Behavior
Men
Women

.15
- .1 8

.53***
.64***

.45***
.68***

-.11
.17

.50***
.46***

.17
.11

.19
. 25*

. 27*
.50

. 28*
.44***

- .28*
.06

.1 9
.02

.28*
.4 7***

-.14
.40**

Male Caretaking
Men
Women

.00
.43***

Male Communicative
t~en

Women

-.16
. 26*

Mutual Affection
Men
Women

Note.

*
**
***

. 29*
.2 1

.05
.01
.001

.11
.21

- .17

- .25*

-.06
- .03

.06
. 23

<n

'"
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change cQ rrelated with at t itudina l perceptions of menstruati on as debilitat ing (husbands '
~;. 53,

wive s '

~; .45 ,

~;.64).

wi ves'

~; .6 8)

and pred i ctable (husbands'

The results i nd icated that those wh o felt men-

str uati on was an event that co uld be predicted and which had a debilitating effect on women also indicated more variation in wife beh aviors
wi thi n marriage due t o the wife's men strual cyc le.
In addition, husband and wife percepti ons of male caretaking behaviors were related to their beliefs ab out menstruation as a debilitating event (husband s '

~;.50,

wives '

~;.46).

Those who thought men-

struation to be debilitating also perceived husbands to vary their
caretaking behaviors to a greater extent .
A relationship between attitudes and perceived behavior wa s also
evident for wives in the male communication dimension.

Again, the

more wives perceived the menstrual stage to be debilitating, the more
they saw a change in husband communicative behavior
bands' sco re s co rrelated but to a lesser degree

(~;.44 ) .

Hus-

( ~; .2 8).

Wive s ' perceptions of menstruation as an event which could be anticipated correlated with perceptions of behavior change in the male
caretaking dimension
( ~; . 47).

(~;.50)

and the male communication dimension

Husbands' attitudes toward menstruation as an event which

could be anticipated also correlated with their perceptions of Male
Caretaking and Male Communication but to a lesser extent

(~;.27, ~;.28

respe ctively).
For both husbands and wives, low co rrelations were found between
menstruation as debilitating and mutual affection behaviors, and no
relationship existed between menstruation as a predictable event and
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mutual affectio n behaviors.

Apparently . marriage partners change

the i r patterns of intimacy (see Table 2 and 6) i rrespe ct i ve of their
beliefs about menstruati on.
The res ults of these cor relations suggest that hus bands' and
wives' attitudes toward menstruation as a debilitating and predictable
event were related to their perceptions of behavior change due to the
wife's menstrual cycle .

In general, those with more stereotypic atti-

tudes perceive greater behavior change within marriage.

Thus, the

correlations sup port the theoretical perspective set forth in the research.

Additionally, construct validity of the MeBQ is supported.

The fact that a relationship exists between some attitudes measured by
the MAQ and .behavior measured by the MeBQ as anticipated, suggests
that the MeBQ is an accurate mea sure of menstrual related behaviors
wi thin marriage .
As Brooks-Gunn and Ruble (1982) reported, attitudes about menstruation tend to precede the actual onset of menstruation in girls
and, once menstruation begins these attitude s have an effect on the
menstrual experience itself .

The more negative a girls' premenarchal

attitudes were, the more likely she was to experience menstruation
negativel y.

One might conclude from the results of the current re-

searc h, that this type of attitude-behavior relationship might continue through ·life and exist within marriage with both partners participating in its perpetuati on.

I n addition, the results of these cor-

relations are consistent with the premise that attitudes about menstruation combi ned with the actual event· of mens truation cou ld serve
as

a

"causal co ndition" (Kelly et al.,

1983) for

certain

behavior
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with in marriage by both husba nds and wives.
The Relati onship Between Behavior Change
Marriage

~~

~

Reporting Qf Menstrual

Symptomatology
To further examine construct validity of the MCBQ, Pearson Correlation Coefficients were calculated between MCBQ fact ors and two fact ors of the Menstrual Distress Questionnaire (MDQ ) using only female
scores (O bjective 4).
women themselves.

The MDQ is intended as a measure to be used by

The MDQ measures a woman ' s menstrual related

symptoms as the woman perceives them herself on eight factors.

For

the purpose of this research, correlations were performed using only
two subscales, Negative Affect and Behavior Change.

These appear to

measure dimensions of the menstrual experience which are conceptually
similar to dimensions measured by the MCBQ.

Table 10 presents the re-

sul t s of correlations between the factors of the MCBQ and the two subsca le s of the MDQ.
Since the MDQ is a measure of female menstrual symptoms, one
would expect that if a relationship did exist ·between the MCBQ and
MDQ, it would be between the Female Behavior subscale of the MCBQ and
the two MDQ subscales of Negative Affect and Behavior Change.

In

fact, the strongest correlation for the wives is between MCBQ Female
Behavior and one of these, MDQ Negative Affect

(~=.44).

The other

MCBQ subscales are also related to MDQ Negative Affect but to a lesser
degree (see Table 10).
As expected, MCBQ Female Behavi or correlated with MDQ Behavior
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Table 10.
Wi ves ' Correlat i on Between Two MOO Subsca l es
and MCBO Su bscales IN=48)

MeBQ Subscales
Male
Caretaking

Male
Communication

Negative .44
Affect £.=.001

.30
£.=.018

.31
£.=.012.

.05
£.=.359

Behavior .35
Change £.=.007

.38
£.=.004

.30
£.=.019

-. 09
£.=.268

Female

Mutual
Affection

a
MOO

Note.

a

Items included in each factor, total sca le has
48 items:
Negative Affect
3.
11.
21.
27 .
36.
38.
40.
45.

Crying
Lonel i ness
Anxiety
Restlessness
lrritabi 1ity
Mood swings
Depression
Tension

Behavior Change
4.
8.
15.
20.
41.

Lowered school or
work performance
Take naps , stay
in bed
Stay at home
Avoid social
activities
Decreased
efficiency
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Change

( ~=. 35) .

Perceptions of Male Caretaking and Male Communicatio n

were also r ela ted to perceived MOO Behav i or change
spectiv ely ) .

(~= .38 , ~=.30

re-

Me BO Mutu al Affectio n fac t or di d no t cor r elat e with

either MOO Negative Affect or Behavi or Change.

Perceptions of beha-

vioral variation in Mutual Affection seem to exist unrelated to the
rep orting of female menstrual symptomotology.

This was also the case

when correlating the MCBO factor with MAO factors.
In sum, for three of the four subscales, wives' MCSO scores correlated as expected with MOO Negative Affect and Sehavior Change score s .
MCSO scores correlate as expected with MAO scores, as demonstrated
earlier, indicating that a person's perception of behavior change
within marriage due to a wife's menstrual cycle is consistent with
their attitudes about menstruation.

Thus, menstrual related behavior

detected by the MCSO relates to some men s trual related symptoms detected by the MOO and menstrual related attitudes detected by the MAO.
These relationships indicate that the MCSO has construct validity .
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
In the past, many researchers have assumed that stereo-typic beliefs exist as a result of social distance between people (Sherif &
Sherif, 1969).

More recently, it has been discovered that beliefs

based in stereotypes might not easily dissolve even when people who
hold these beliefs are presented with accurate information which contradicts the stereotypes (Snyder & Uraanowitz, 1978; Snyder, 1981).
It has been theorized that the stereotypes are upheld because they
serve a function for the holder of the stereotypes (Snyder et al.,
1977; Snyder & Uranowitz, 1978; Snyder, 1981).

For example, if a man

attributes the reason for another person's behavior to an assumption
based in a stereotype, that man can seemingly understand the other
person's behavior and react accordingly.

In other words, stereotypes

are used by some to perceive the social world in an organized and predictable fashion.
In addition, stereotypes might function for the person who is the
object of the stereotyping.

Research has indicated that the "target"

of the stereotype might conform to the expectations arising from the
stereotypic belief (Snyder et al., 1977).

In this way, stereotypes

may serve as guidelines for behavior for both the person predicting
the behavior and for the person who's behavior is being predicted.
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ThuS . it appears that stereotypic be li efs might be used as a
basis for understanding and respond i ng to certa in be havior in another
and perhaps in oneself.

In this way, stereotypes can ass ume a role

that Thibaut and Kelly (1959) describe as an interpersonal norm or
causal condition of behavior (Kelley et al., 1983).

An interpersonal

norm is conceived of as "a behavioral rule that is accepted at least
to some degree, by both members of the dyad" (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959,
p. 129).

A causal condition is conceived to be a fairly stable factor

which influences interaction between two people (Kelley et al., 1983) .
A stereotype may be a causal condition which prompts the establishment
of certain behavioral rules or interpersonal norms.
It has been shown that stereotypic beliefs may exist as causal
conditions of behavior in that people do attribute the reason for
certain behavior in others and themselves to factors shrouded in
stereotypes (Campos & Thurow, 1978; Koeski & Koeski, 1975; Snyder &
Uranowitz, 1978; Snyder et al., 1977).

To further study the existence

of stereotypic beliefs within interpersonal relationship, this research focused on perceptions of menstruation within marriage .

Past

research has indicated that menstruation is an event capable of being
perceived stereotypically by both men and women.

Within marriage, it

is an event almost certain to occur and be noticed by both husbands
and wives.
Conclusions
The intent of the current study was to examine husbands' and
wives' perception of menstruation as an indicator of stereotypic
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bel iefs which might influ ence dyadic interaction in estab li shed
re lati ons hips.

To accomp l ish this goal, four obj ectives were

addressed:
1.

Assess husbands ' and wives ' perceptions of how beh av i or s

wit hin marriage vary over the wives' men strua l cycles.
2.

Assess husbands' and wives' attit udes toward menstruation.

3.

Examine how husbands' and wive s' attitude s toward

men s truation might be associated with perceptions of how be ha viors
within mar r iage vary over the wives ' menstrual cycles.
4.

Examine how wives' perception s of differences in behavior

ove r the menstrual cycle are associated with their reporting of
perceived menstrual symptomotology.
In achieving Objective 1, a new scale was developed and reliability and validity for this new sc ale were established.

Findings

using existing scales were found to be generally consistent with previous findings.

The theoretical propositions of previous research re-

lating to stereotypes were supported.

In addition, new insights were

revealed as to how behavior within marriage is affected by the wife's
men str ual cycle and how this behavior i s related to attitudes about
menstruation.
In pursuit of Objective 1, it was discovered that, in varying degrees, most husbands and wives perceive certain behaviors within marriage to vary over the wife's menstrual cycle.
into four dimensions:

These behaviors fall

female behavior, male caretaking, male communi-

cation and mutual affection behaviors.

It is interesting to note that

wi th in the first three dimensions listed,

most behaviors are as indi-
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ca t ed,

female or male,

but als o in cluded in these dimen s ions ar e one

or two behaviors exhibited by the partner.
haviors
to

men s truation and to the husband overlook ing behavio rs in his

husband s

behaviors were related to the wife attributing her

menstruation.

demonstrates

wife

In the male caretaking dimension, the

In the male communication dimension,

havi or s were related to the wife bringing up sensitive

by

f emal e be-

ar e related to the husband attributing these female behaviors

that he ordinarily objects t o.

to

Spec i ficall y ,

behavior

husband
t opics.

the theoretical notion that certain behaviors

be Thi s

exhi bited

one person might be related to another's attributions and expecta-

tions about these behaviors (Snyder et al., 1977).

Husbands and wives

be acting in accordan ce with one another's prediction s for

might
havior.

When a wife states that,

husband knows how to act.

"It's that time of the month," the

When the husband states,

"It must be that

time of the month," as an explanation of his wife's behavior,
she acts accordingly.

be-

perhaps

"That time of the month" might come to se rve as

an ac ceptable and predictable explanation of certain behaviors in both
husbands and wives.
There was a wide range of attitudes about menstruation among husbands and wives.

These attitude s were multidimensional and

perceiving menstruation as debilitating,
table and an event which cannot be denied.
ting
as

in cluded

bothersome, natural, predicMenstruation as debilita-

and predictable were the dimensions for the focus of this

study

they were perceived to be most representative of stereotypes

gen-

erally held about menstruation.

In th·ese two dimensions, mean scores

were relatively high for both husbands and wives, indicating menstrua-
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tion to be perce ived stereotypical ly by many in the sample.
[n support of the theoretical models assumed in this research,
attitudes abo ut men str uation as a deb ilitat i ng and predictab l e event
we re rel ate d to perception s of behavior change within marriage due to
the wife' s menstrual cycle, exclusive of mutual affection behaviors.
Thos e with more stereotypic attitudes perceived more behavior ch ange
in thei r partner and themselves due to the wife's period.

It would

appear that those who held certain stereotypic attitudes perceived behav io r in accordance with these attitudes.

In addition, the "target"

of these stereotypes, whether it be a husband or a wife who seems to
respond as suggested by the stereotype.
It cannot be overlooked, howver, that behavior related to menstruation might precede attitudes about menstruation.

Yet, the Brooks-

Gunn and RUble (1982) study would seem t o indicate that attitudes precede behavior in the instance of menstruation.

Certainly, attitude s

and behavior are complexly related and a caus al sequence cannot be determined by this research. Perhap s a longitudinal study exam ining both
menstrual attitudes and behavior in individuals before and during marriage might better address causality.

It does become apparent,

though, from this research, that once the attitude / behavior cycle has
begun, it seems to perpetuate itself.
In conclusion, this research supports the premise that
stereotypic attitudes about menstruation do exist within marriage to
varying degrees and these attitudes are related to perceptions of certain behavioral variations wi thin marriage attr ibuted to the wife's
men str ual stage .

Diminishi ng social distance, in this instance by
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marriage, does not necessarily elimi nate stereotyped attitudes or behavioral reactio ns based in stereotypes.

Indeed, these may be perpe -

tuated as they might serve an importa nt function in the dyad (Snyder
et al ., 1977; Snyder, Uranowitz, 1978; Snyder, 1981).

The se stereo-

typic attitudes might serve as a source for acceptable and predictable
expl ana t ions for unacceptabl e or unanti ci pa ted behaviors.

"That time

of the month" might be used by both member s of the dyad as a time when
certain male and female behav ior s are not restrained by the usual hu sband and wife expectations of appropriate marriage behavior .
Limitations
To accomplish the objectives set forth in this research, a new
scale had to be devised and then used to assess certain behavior
changes in marriage.

The re su lts generated by use of the new scale

(MCBQ) were then related to results generated by two other established
scales.

It was discovered that certain behaviors within marriage vary

over a wife's menstrual cycle.

In general, these variations are con-

sistent in one direction (i.e., most men increase their caretaking behaviors when their wives have their periods).

On certain specific

items in the MCBQ, though , approximately equal percentages of the
population reported decreases and increases in the behavior (see Table
I, item #3).

Closer examination of these directional variations must

wait for future research.
Another limitation of this resear ch was sample size.
consisted of 48 couples .

Because the

s~mple

The sample

wa s limited, certain

variables whi ch might have co nt r ibuted t o subjects' re sponses coul d
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not be examined.

For example, informat ion on subjects' socioeconom i c

sta tus, race and length of marriage was obtained, but was not exami ne d
as to how it might affect perceptions of menstruation.

Further re-

search in this area might be conducted with a larger sample size which
would allow for these variable s to be considered.

In addition, be-

cause of the limited sample, one must be guarded against generalizing
the findings of this research to the population at large.
In addition, analysis of the MDQ results was also limited.

Al-

though this measure of menstrual symptomotology (used to accomplish
Objective 4) has eight dimen s ions, only two were correlated with the
measure of behavior change within marriage (MCBQ) .

Analysis was

limited to stay within the guidelines of the research proposed .
'Implications
This research has theoretical, methodological and practical
implications.

Theoretically, it supports the orientation taken

recently by many social sCientists, to more closely examine the
existence and functioning of stereotypes, particularly within the
interpersonal arena.

Additionally, it supports the social science

orientation in menstrual related research to more closely scrutinize
how attitudes toward an event rooted in physiology might affect
behavior and interpersonal relations .

Future research might examine

this stereotypic attitude-behavior relationship as it occurs in connection with such conditions as cancer, heart disease and other i llnesses or disabilities.
Methodologically, this research revealed that behaviors within
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marriage perceived to be affected by the wi fe's men stru al cycle stage
are multidi me nsio nal in nature.
but husbands do, as well.

Not only do wives' behav iors ch ange,

Thu s, future researc h on menstrual cycle

behavior might focus more closely on the different dimensions of thi s
behavior and how these dimension s might be interrelated to behaviors
or attitudes demonstrated by significant others.
Practically, it might be important for members of a dyad to
realize the sources for some of the attributions they make about their
own and their spouse's behavior.

As previous research indicated,

sometimes attributions can continue to be based in stereotypes, even
if accurate alternative explanations are offered (Koeske & Koeske,
1975; Snyder & Uranowitz, 1978).

Partners might benefit from close

examination of their own and/or their spouse's behavior to determine
the basis for the explanation.

If certain explanations or attribu-

tions have become causal conditions for behavior, members of the dyad
might want to be aware of t his in hopes of better understanding their
dyadic interaction.
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Appendix A.

Background Information
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Check or fill in th e app r opr iate blank for each of the follow i ng
question s. Please respond to every item.
Male- - -

Female- - -

1.

Sex

2.

Age _ _

3.

Race

4.

Religion

5.

Number of Ch ildren

6.

How long have you been married? ( to the nearest month)
_ _ _ _ _-"years and _ _ _ _--'months

7.

What is the highest level of education you have completed?
some high school or less
high school graduate
some college/technical school
_ _ co 11 ege gradua te
_ _ some graduate study
_ _ graduate degree

8.

What is your current employment status ?
unemployed
employed part time
employed full-time

9.

Are you and your spouse uSing birth control?

-----yes
If so, what method?
For how long?

no
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Appendix B.

Prel iminary Menstrual Information
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PRELIMINARY MENSTRUAL INFORMATION

1.

00 you hilve d fairly re gular menstrual cycle (cycles no shorter than
25 days or 1ange r than 40 days)?
Yes

My cycle is

No

2.

How many days does your pe riod usually last?

3.

Would you describe the flow as:

days

light

Medi urn
Heavy

4.

00 you take medication because of menstrual related problems?
Yes
No

If yes, what type? _ _ _ _ _ _ __
How often?
How much?

For how many days? _ __

5.

Have you ever had or do you have severely painful menstruation
(dysmeno rrh ea) ?
Yes
No

6.

Have you had or do you have diagnosed endometriosis?
Yes

'.4hen? _ _ _ _ __

No

7.

Have you ever had or do you have dny ot her illness which would

affect your menstrual cycle or period?
Yes

I..Jha t?

\.Jhen?
No
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Appendix C.

Menstrual Cycle Behavior Questionnaires

MENSTRUAL CYCLE BEHAV IOR QUEST IOIINA IRE

Instructions
The following is a list of be havi ors that may Occu r between husbands and ~live s.

We

d l'e

inte r ested

i n how o ft en these behaviors occu r within your marriage at different times during a month.
Fo r purposes o f this st udy. t he mon th will be divided int o two stages.

One stage is the menstrual

~ (within a week before and includin g mens trual fl ow) . an d the o ther is the intermenst rual stage
( t he remaining da ys of the mo nth).

Please i nd ica te the e xtent to which the behaviors listed below occur

du ring the menstrua l stage when comp ared t o the intennenstrua l s t age in an avera ge month.

Use the inter.

menstrua l stage as the reference point or avera ge point against whi c h to compare what happens duri ng the
menstrua l sta.ge.

For example, a sample behavior might read :
Much l ess

~
Go to parties

-3

Moderately
less often

-2

Sl ight1 y

~

No
d i ffere nce

Sl ight1y
mo r e often

Mode r a tel y
more o f ten

Much more

~

-1

Values -3 through -1 and 1 through 3 indicate changes in the behavior.

If you perceive a difference in the

behavio r, you would circle the number which best describes th e ex t e nt of this difference.

If you perceive no

d iff erence in th e beh avior when comparing the menst r ual to the intenne nstrua l. yo u wou l d circle the value O.
I ndica. t e the ex tent to which these activities actually cha nge from one sta ge to another in you r
fIldf"r i agE':.

Do not indicate how much you think t hey should or shou ld not cha nge.

There are no right o r wron g

(lnS ,lefS.

co

I'la 1e vers iOrl

Compare the Menstrual State to the Intennenstrual Stage
In the menstrual stage . during interaction with my wife:
Much

le ss
often

1.

1.

She jumps to conclusions

-3

Moderately
less
~
-1

51 ight1y
less
~
-1

No diff -

erenee

51 ight 1y
more
of ten _

Moderately

(1uch

mo re

more
~

~

I explain her behavior by
refer ring to "that time of the

mon th" or a similar expression

3.

-3

-1

-1

I discuss things rationally

and calmly

-3

-1

-1

4.

We kiss and hug

-3

-1

-1

5.

She behaves emot ionally

-3

-1

-1

6.

I put her desires before mine

-3

-1

-1

7.

We pet or t ouch int i mately

-3

-2

-1

8.

She keeps to he rsel f and does
no t interact with me

-3

-2

-1

g.

I bring up sensitive lopics

-3

-2

-1

10. I do things to make her feel
be tter

-3

-2

-1

11. She Over-reacts to a situation

-3

-2

-1

12. She behaves competently

-3

-2

-1

13. l over-look behavio r in her
tha t I object to

-3

-2

-1

co

.'J

- Con t i nuedMuch
less
often

Moderately
less
~

S1 ight1y
less
~

14. She brings up sensitive
topics

-3

-2

-1

15. We have inter cou rse

-3

-2

-1

16. I am understanding of a
bad mood in her

-3

-2

-1

17. She gets easily irritated

-3

-2

-1

18. She discusses things rationally
and calm ly

-3

-2

-1

19. She ex.plains her behavior by
referring to "that time of
the month" or a s 1m; 1ar
express i on

-3

-2

-1

No di ffe rence

S1 ight 1y

more
of ten _

Moderately
more

~\lICh

~-

Q'!J~n..

mo r ~

)J

Fema le Version
Compa r e the Menstrual Stage to the Intennenstrual Stage
In the menstrual stage, during interaction with my husband:

I.

I jump to conclusions

2.

;: f ~~~ ~~~n~omX t~!~a~~~~ ~f
the month" or a similar
express i on

Much
less
often

Moderately
less
often

---:j

~

-J

-2

51 ight ly
less
often

--:-y--

No difference

------0--

51 ight Iy
more
often

-,--

~loderately

more
often

-Z---

Much
more
o ft en
- J-

-I

3.

Ht: dIscusses ttllngs rationally

and ca l mly

-J

-2

-I

4.

\.Ie kiss and hug

-3

-2

-I

5.

I behave emotiona ll y

-J

-2

-I

6.

He puts my desires before
his

-3

-2

-I

7.

\-Ie pet or t ouch intimately

-3

-2

-1

8.

I keep to mysel f and do not
interact with him

-3

-2

-1

9.

rle or1n9s up sen sitive topics

-3

-2

-I

10. He does tllings to make me
feel better

-3

-2

-1

11

lover- rea ct to a situation

-3

-2

-1

12.

I behave competently

-3

-2

-I

1). He over-looks behavior in me
that he objects to

-3

-2

-I

14. i

-3

-2

-1

bring

up sensitive topics

0-

00

"""

-Cant i nued-

15. We ha'Je 1ntereourse

Much
less
often
-3

Moderately
less
~

-1

51 ight ly
less
~
-1

16. He 1S understanding of a
bad mood in me

-3

-1

-1

17. I get easily irr itated

-3

-2

-1

18. [ dI S Cu SS lhl!1gS rationally
and ca lm l y

-3

-2

-1

-3

-2

-1

19.

expla in my beha'Jior by
r efer ring t o "that time of the
month" or a similar expression

No Oiff-

erenee

51 ightly
mo r e
~

Moderate ly
more
~

I-tucn
mo r e
Q.f..Le..r;,

ex>

en
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Appendix D.

Menstrual Attitudes Questionnaire
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,;( ... ~

ll1..Jr-;- i JSo:"! .

e:.;":;r:l i nin,.: h'~ \,1
~pe c i r';c :; lly .

a t: cer ttJi n t il:;'-, s

::it.!

I i'!f s ,J:J~ L:~

',\Ie ', ,/.)nr

to

"'~n'~trL":; , i,)n

~nO""J

J ur'j nQ .J munc:' uccor c in t;

h \:\'/ 'lusj,Jnd s
: 0

bel iefs

,',ff(>c ~

') ' ~ ' lav; ~ r

a nd '.-Ir ves
i.: le'l

in

:)ena V e

"l':;Ve .c:OOL: t

hew me n S C ru.J t j on () f fe c t s '"/onen .

Lis t ed o n t h e follo \', i n g c a r ds a r e in t era ct ion s t ha t o cc u r '"/ i th i n
ma rria ge .
T ~ e item s a re p resented i n t',o'O g r o ups.
One g r o up is frem a
hus band' s perspective.
The other group is fr om a '. -lif e ' s perspective.
Fo llow t h e instruct i o n s s eparately for each gr o up,
I nstru ct ion s

- Part

I

I.

Acco r ding to oenerally held bel iefs about how menstruation affects
women, select events which may differ in their frequency according
to the menstrual cycle stage of a wife.
The stages are:
a) during the week before menstrual flow
(premenstrual staoe)
b} during menstrua l flow (menstrual staQe)
c) during the remainder of the menstrual cycle
(intermenstrual stace)
An example of an event that might di ffer in frequ 'e ncy is interaction
'.'l ith fr i ends.
Sone h usbands and \vives report t hat they g o out '.... ith
friends infrequently when the wife i s menstruating and go out with
friends frequently when the wife is not menstruating.
2.
The frequency of the interaction does not need to vary at all three
stages of the menstrual cycle to be considered an interaction which
differs betwee n stages.
If there is a difference between one stage
and the o thers, consider the interaction o ne which differs.
ror
instance, an interaction might occur at the same frequency during
t he int ennenstrual stage and premenstrual stag e but differ in
frequency during the menstrual stage.
This interaction would be
considered one which di ffers in frequency over the menstrual cycle.
3 . Do not select items on the basis of y o ur own marriaoe or personal
bel iefs.
Select them acc o rding to generally held be l iefs about
how menstruation affects women.
4. Put interactions that di ffer in frequency in one p i Ie and items that
do not differ in a n othe r pile.
Do not turn the cards over .
5.
The inter-actions that do not di ffer wi II be collected once everyone
has completed the selection pro cess for both groups .
Keep your
rema i n i ng ca rds.

Samo I e
In accorcance with g enerally held beliefs about how menstruat ion
af fects \"onen, wO'J l d a h usband di f fer in t h e freque!1c y o f this intera ction durin g the sta g e s o f ~ is y~jfe's menstrual cycle?
Circ l e yo ur
response.
So t o ;)a rties "\Ii t n spo use
ye s

no
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You shou ld now have two gro ups of cards, one from a husband ls
perspective and o ne

from a wif e 's perspective .

Ccwnpl ete

the second

set of inst ruct ions separately for each g r o u p.
I nstruct ions

-

Pan

II

I.
2.

Turn the cards ove r
On each card. decide on th e frequency of the event at each
stage. 00 t his according to t he descriptive categ o r ies
p r ovided.

3.

\'/ r ite th e number of that des cri ption

in the space provided

under each stage.
4.

Even if none of the desc riptions are exactly correct, choose
the one that best descri bes your perception .

S.

Once yo u have com pleted this for both groups,
will be collected.

your car ds

In accordance with generally held beliefs about how menstruation
affects women, a husband wo ul d likely :
go to partie s w ith spo use

du r ing flow

DescriDtive cateoories

I.

2.

3.
4.

5.

o.

neve r
rarely
occasionally
more o ften t h2n not
mos t of the time
always

week beFore

flow

rerna i nde r of
cyC l e
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" EI' STRU,\l AT;ITUOE QU ES IIOru'AIRE
( Female Vers ion )
l,.Je wou 1d 1 ike you to read the fa 11 owi n9 sentences and te 11 us how much
you d!)ree or disagree with each one. We wil l be asking you what ~ attitudes

are.
Your Attitudes

Please read the sentences below and tell uS how much you agree o r d i sagree
with each one. If you disagree stro ngly. cif"'cle "1", If you just disagree,
circle "2", If you disagree slightly , circle a ")". If you are undecided.
circle "4", If you agree slightly, circle "5", If you agree with it. circle
"6". If you agree strongly, circle a "7",

dl Sdgree
strongly

dIsagree

d,sagree

undec 1 ded

slig htl y

1.

A woman's performa nce in sports is
not affected negatively by menstruation.

2.

In some ways I enjoy my menstrual
peri ods.

3.

Menstruation is a reoccurring
affirmation of womanhood.

4.

I can tell my period is approachi ng
because of breast t e nderness, backac he.
cramps, o r other physical signs.

s.

Ot hers should not be critical of a
woma n who is easily upset before or
du r ing her menstrual period.

6.

Women are more tired than usual when
they are menstruating.

7.

I ex.pect ex.tra consideration from my
friends when r am menstruating.

8.

Menstruation is something
to put up with.

9.

Menstruation allows women to be more
awa re of their bodies.

10.

I have learned to anticipate my
me nstr"u al period by the mood chonges
wh i ch pr ecede it .

r

just have

a9 ree
slightly

agree

agree
strongly
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-~gr'e-e-

S 1 i q ht ly

11.

Cr amps are bothersome only; f one
pays attention to them.

12.

The physiological effects of
menstruation are normally no greater
than other usual fluctuations i n

13.

Menstruation can adversely affect my
performance in sports.

14.

Men have a rea 1 advantage in not
having the monthly interruption of
a menstrual period.

15.

Menstruation is an obvious example of
the rh ythmici ty which pervades all of
1 i fe.

16.

My own moods are not influenced in any
major way by the phase of my menstrual

phy s ; Cd 1 5 ta te.

cycle.
17.

A woman who attributes her' irr itability

to her approaching me nstrual pe riod
i s neu r otic.
18 .

I ba r ely notice the mino r physio l ogical
effects of my menstrual periods.

19.

feel as fit during menstruation as
I do during any other time of the month.

20.

I don't allow the fact that I ' m
menstruating to interfere wi th my
usual activities.

21.

1 hope it will ·be possible someday to
ge t a menstrual period over within a
f e w minutes.

22.

The recurrent monthly flow of rnenstruation is an external indication of a
woman's gen era 1 good hea 1 th.

23.

Nos t women show .J. wei ght <Jain j ust
befo re o r during me ns trua t iO I1.

ag n.'l'

'a-gre"e
st r ongly
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«E NS TRUAl ATT I TUO E OUES T I orlNA I RE
( Male Ve r sio n )
We waul d 1 ike you to r ead the f a 11 ow; ng senten ce s and te 11 uS how much you

agree or d isa g ree with ea ch one .

',~e

will be askin g yo u what tE..!:!!. attitudes are.

Your Att i tudes

Please read the sentences below and tell us how much you agree or disagree
with each one. If you disagree strong ly. circle "1", If you just disag ree,
circle "2", If you disa g ree slightl y . circle a "3". If you are undecided.
circle "4". If you agree slightl y , c i rcle "5", If you ag r ee with it, ci r cle
"6". If you ag r ee strong l y . c i rcle a "7".

disagree
strongly
1.

disagree

disagree
s lightly

undecided

A woman's pe rfo nnance in sports i s not

affected negati vely by menstruatio n .
2.

In some ways women enjoy their me nstrual
periods.

3.

Menstruation is a reoccurring
affinnation of woma nhood.

4.

A woman ca n te 11 when her peri ad is
approaching because of breast tenderness. backache. cramps. or other
phys i ca 1 sig ns.

5.

Others sho uld not be critica l of
a woman who is easily upset before or
du rin g her menstrual pe r iod.

6.

Women are mo re tl red than usua 1 when
they are me nstruati ng.

7.

I expect t ha t women s hould be g iv e n
ext r a conside r ation f rom their f ri e nd s
when t hey are menstruating .

8.

Mens trua ti ng is something a woma n j ust
ha s to put up wi t ho

9.

Menstruation allow s women to be more
aware of their bodie s .

ag r ee
slight l y

ag r ee

agree
stron gly
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10.

r have learned to anticip ate a woman's
me n str ual period by the mood changes
which precede it.

11.

Cramps a re bothersome to a woman only
i f she pays attention to them.

12.

The physiological effects of
menstruation are nonnal1y no greater
t han other usual fluctuations in
physical state.

13.

Menstruation can adversely affect a
woman 's perfonnance in spo rt s.

14.

Men have a real advantage in not
having the monthly interruption of
a menstrual period.

15.

Menstruation is an obvious example

of the rhythmicity which pe r vades all
of 1; fe.
16 .

A woman's moods are not influenced in
any major way by the phase of her
menstrua l cycle.

17.

A woman who attributes her irritability
to her app roa chi ng menstrual period

18.

Women barely notice the minor
physio l ogical effects of their
menstrual periods.

19.

Women are as fi t during menstruation
as they are during any other time of
the montli.

20.

Women do not allow the fact they are
me nstruating to inte rfere with their
usual activities.

2 1.

r hope it will be possible someday to
ge t a menstrual period over wit hin a
few mi nutes.

is neurotic.
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dlsagree

dlsdgree

strongly
22 .

dIsag ree
s lightly

unclec 1 ded

The recurrent mo n t hl y flo w of men strudtion is an external i ndication of d
woman' 5 gene fa 1 go od hea 1 th.

23.

24.

Most women s how a ~:e ig ht gain jus t
before or during menstruation.

Women who complain of menstrual d i st r es s
a re just using tha t as an excuse.

25.

Avoiding certain activities durin g
menstruation is often very wise.

26.

Women are more easily upset during
their premenstrual or menstrual periods

27.

The only thing menstruation is good

than a t other times o f the month .

for is to let a woman know that she is
not pregnant.
28.

Premenstrua l tens i on / irritability
is a l l in a woman' s head.

29.

[don't believe a woma n' s menstrual
period affects how well she will do
on i ntellect ual tasks .

30.

I realize that I ca nnot expect as much
from women during me nstruation compared
to the rest of the month.

31.

Menstruation pro . . ides a way f o r a woman
to keep i n touch wi th her body.

32.

Most women make too much of the minor
physiological effe c t s of me nstruation .

JJ.

Women j ust have t o accept the f act that
they may not perform as well when the y
are menstruating.

a9 ree
s ligh t ly

agree

agr ee
strongly
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Appendix E.

Mens t rual Distress Questionna i res
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MENSTRUAL QUESTION NAIRE

Female Version
Write the approximate dates of you r most recent menstrual period (flow)
in the space marked "Au below. Then write the dates of the menstrual period
which preceded the most recent one in the space marked "0".
most recent flow
From
other times during
week before mas t
from
to-most recent cycle
recent flow
to===

On the next two pages ;s a list of symptoms which women sometimes experie nce. Please describe your experience of each of these symptoms during the
three different time periods listed below:

Col.

during your most recent menst r ual flow (the dates delineated

Col.

during the one week before your most recent menstrual flow
(area B on the diagram).

Co l .

dur ing the rema in der of your most recent menstrual cycle
(. re. C).
-- ---

by area A on---rt1e diagram above ,

Note: The answers you put 1n columns 1. 2, and 3 should be accurate for
your experience specifically during you r most recent menst rual cycle. Please

~~p~~~e~~:P~~ ~~~~;t s~~ ~o~:n:~:~h:~P~ ~i~~~e the;l ~~~mp~~a~~u r~~o~~
to your menstrual cycle .

mated

For each anSwer choose the descriptive cd tegory listed ~Ihi c h best
desc ribes you r experience of that symptom du rin g that time. Write the
number of that description in the space provided. Even in none of the
desc riptions are exactly correct. choose the one that best describes
your experience. 00 not leave any blank spaces.
Descriptive Catego ries
no experience of symptom
barely noticeable
present, mild

present , moderate
present, strong
acute or partially disabling

1.
mos t
recent
flow (A)
1.

Weight gai n ..... • .. •. .. .• • .

2.

Insomnia ..... .

3.

Crying ... . .

4.

lowered school or work perfonnance .. .

5.

Muscle sti ffness .. .

6.

Forgetful ness .. .

7.

Co nfus ion .. . ..... .

8.

Take naps o r stay in bed.

9.

Headache ......... .

10.

Ski n disorders.

11.

loneliness . ... .. . .

12.

Feelings of suffocation.

13 .

Affectionate ..... .

14.

Order 1 i ne s s .. .

15.

Stay home f rom work or schoo 1 .... . . .

16.

Cramps (uter ine or pelvic).

17.

Oiziness or faintness.

18.

Excitement.

19.

Chest pains.

20.

Avo id social activities.

21.

Anxiety.

22.

Back ache.

2J.

Col d sweats.

2.
week
before
(8 )

1.
rema i nder
of cycle

(C)
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I.

24.

2

most

week

recent
flow {A)

befo r e
(6 )

J.
rema i od er
of cycle

(C)

Lowe red judgment ..

25.

Fatig ue ..

26 .

Nausea o r vomiting.

27.

Re stlessnes s .

28.

Hot flashes ..

29.

Difficulty in concentra tion ..... . . . ••....

30.

Painful or tender breas ts.

JI.

Feelings of well-being.

J2.

Bu zzing or ri nging in ears ..

ll.
34.

Oi s trae tab 1e ..

Swe lling {e. g. abdomen, breasts or ankles.

35.

Acci dents (e.g. cut finger. break dish) . .

36 .

Irritability ..

37.

General ac hes and pains .

38.

Mood swings.

39 .

Heart pounding .

40.

Dep ression (fee lin g sad or blue) ....•• •. ..

. ...... . . . .. - •. • ..

41.

Decreased effi ci ency ..

42.

Lowered motor coordination ... . . . .... . ... . .

43.

Numbness or tingling in hands or feet. . . .

44 .

Change in eating habits ...

45.

Tension . . .

46.

Blind spots or fuzzy vision.

47.

Bursts of energy or activity .. .. ........ •.

In what ways , if any, was yo ur most recent menstrual cycle unusual ?
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MENSTRUAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Male Version

On the next two pages is a l ist of symptoms which women sometimes

experience. Please describe your wi fe's experience of each of these
symptoms during the th ree different time periods listed below:
Col.

during her most recent menstrual flow,

Co l.

during the one week before her most recent menstrual flow,

Col.

during the remainder of her most recent menstrual cycle .

Note : The answers you put in columns I, 2 , and 3 should be accurate
for your-perception of your wife' 5 exper i ence speciflcally du ring he r most

recent menstrual cycle. Please do not simply report your general perce pti ons. Also. please report!!!1. perceptions of you r wife' s experience
of these sym ptoms whether or not they seem to you to be related to her
me nst rual cyc le.
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Fo r eac h an s wer choose t he descriptiv e categ o ry lis t ed wh i ch bes t
describe s your perc eption s of you r wi fe 's exper i e nce of that sym pt om du ri ng
that time. Write the number of that description in the space provided .
Even if none of the des c riptions are exactly (orrec t, choose the one that
best des cribes your pe r ce ptions. 00 not leave a ny blank spa ces.
oescri pt ive Ca tegori es
no experience of symptom
barely noticeable
present. mild

1.

Weight gain.

2.

Insomnia .... .

3.

Crying . . .

4.

Lowered schoo l or work perfonnance ...... .• .

5.

Muscle stiffness .. ............ .. .......... .

6.

Forgetful ness .... . .. . ... .. . . ..... .• .. . . . ..•

7.

Co nfusio n ... .

8.

Take naps or stay i n bed ........... . ..... ..

9.

Headache ......... ... . .. .. . . . . . . .

10.

Skin disorders ... . .. .

11.

Loneliness ....... .

12.

Feelings of suffocation . .

13.

Affectionate ....... .

14.

Orderliness ............ . .

15.

Stay home from work. or school ..

16.

Cramps (uterine or pe l vic) ..

17.

Oizines s or faintne s s.

18.

Excitement. ..

19.

Chest pains .

20.

Avoid social activlties ..

21.

Anx iety ..... .

22.

Backache.

23.

Cold sweats.

present. modera te
present. strong
acute or partially
disabl ;ng

1.

2.

mos t
recent
flow (A)

week
before

3.
rema i nder
of cycle

(B)

(C)
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24.
25.

lowered j udgment .. . . . • • .. ..... . ••••.. •. ••. .

26 .

Nausea o r vomiting . . .. ... ' . . .. . . ........ .. .

1.

2.

mos t
recent
flow (A)

before
(B)

week

J.
rema i nd e r

of cyc l e
( e)

Fatigue .... . . . ....... .

27.

Restlessness ...... . . . .. . ... . .... . .... . . • . ..

28 .

Hot flashes ...... . .......... . ... . •

29.

Difficulty in concentratio n ........ .. • •. . . .

30.

Painful or tender breasts . . .. . . .• •.. . .. •. ..

'0

•••

•

••

•

31.

Feeling s of well-being ..... .. . • ...• .• • . • . • .

32.

Buzzing or ri nging in ears .... .. .....•.... • _ _

33.

Distractable .. . .. ' .. . .... . . ' . . .. . .. . ...... .

34.

Swell ing (e . g. abdomen, breasts or ankles).

35 .

Acciden ts (e . g . cut finger , br eak dish) .. . .

36 .

Irritability . .... . ... . ...... . . " . . , , .. . .. . ,

37.

General aches and pains . •. . . . . . ... • •• . ... ..

38.

Mood sw ings ... . . ................. . .. . . .... .

39.

Heart pou nding ... . ...•. . .... . .. ...•. .. • ....

40 .

De pres s ion (fee ling sad or bl ue) .• . .... • .• • _ _

41.

Decreased efficiency ............ . .........• _ _

42 .

lowe r ed moto r coo rdinat io n .... •. ••.... . ....

43.

Numbness or ting l ing in hands or feet . ... . .

44.

Change in eating habits ....... .. ........ . ..

45.

Tension . . . • .. . . . ....... • ....... .• ••• • ... . . .

46.

Blind spots or fuzzy vision . . .. ...• • • .... ..

47.

Bu rs ts of energy or activity .... .. .... . .. . .

In what way s, if any. was you r wife's most recent menstrual cycle un usual ?

